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Abstract
The deep inter-relationship between gravitational dynamics and horizon thermodynam-
ics suggests that gravity is an emergent phenomenon with its field equations having the
same status as, say, the equations of fluid dynamics. I describe several additional results
which strengthen this idea by establishing connections between the gravitational dynamics
in a bulk region of space and a thermodynamic description in the boundary of that region.
In Sec. 2, I provide an ab-initio description of gravity in terms of fab ≡ √−ggab and its
associated canonical momentum Ncab, and motivate the use of these variables. I also re-
view the connection (already established in a recent work arXiv:1303.1535) between these
variables (fab, Ncab) and the thermodynamic variables (S, T ) associated with a null bound-
ary. In Secs. 3–5, I motivate and derive the conserved currents associated with the vector
fields from simple identities in differential geometry, without the use of any symmetry con-
siderations. I then show that the conserved charge contained in a bulk region, associated
with a specific time evolution vector field, has a direct thermodynamic interpretation as
the gravitational heat density of the boundary surface. This, in turn, leads to the result
that all static spacetimes maintain holographic equipartition; viz., in these spacetimes, the
(naturally defined) number of degrees of freedom in the boundary is equal to the number of
degrees of freedom in the bulk. More importantly, in a general, dynamic spacetime one can
relate the rate of change of gravitational momentum to the difference between the number
of bulk and boundary degrees of freedom. It is the departure from holographic equipartition
which drives the time evolution of the spacetime. The description also allows us to define
a natural four momentum current associated with gravity and the corresponding energy
contained in a bulk region. When the equations of motion hold, the total energy of the
gravity plus matter system in a bulk region is equal to the boundary heat content. In
Sec. 6, I extend these ideas to null surfaces. After motivating the need for an alternate
description of gravity (if we have to solve the cosmological constant problem), I describe a
thermodynamic variational principle based on null surfaces to achieve this goal. Once again,
the concept of gravitational heat density arises naturally on the null boundaries, and the
variational principle, in fact, extremises the total heat content of the matter plus gravity
system. In the final Sec. 7, I describe several possible variations on this theme like the use
of other equivalent Lagrangians (which differ from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian by total
divergences) and the use of other time evolution vectors to define the conserved charges.
Several implications of these results for the emergent paradigm of gravity are also described.
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1 Introduction and Summary of the results
The uncanny similarity between the laws of black hole dynamics and classical thermodynamics,
discovered in the seventies (e.g., [1–5]; for a review, see [6]), suggested a possible connection
between gravitational dynamics and horizon thermodynamics. This was further strengthened by
the realization that black holes are in no way special and that thermodynamic parameters like
temperature will be attributed to any null surface by a class of observers who perceive the null
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surface as a horizon due to their state of motion, even in flat spacetime [7]. This allows one to
introduce the concept of local Rindler observers around any event in a spacetime [8, 9] just as
one introduces freely falling observers around any event. The fact, that observers in different
states of motion will attribute different thermodynamic features to null surfaces, introduces a
new level of observer dependence into the physical theory (see Sec. 4 of [10], Sec. 4.4 of [11]).
Several further investigations regarding the dynamics of gravity have shown that this con-
nection is far deeper than was originally suspected. In particular, we now know that the relation
between horizon thermodynamics and gravitational dynamics transcends Einstein’s theory of
gravity and holds for a much wider class of models like, e.g., Lanczos-Lovelock models [12].
Such investigations have led to the emergent gravity paradigm in which the gravitational field
equations have the same status as the equations of elasticity or fluid mechanics (for reviews, see
e.g., [11, 13]). The main purpose of this paper is to provide significant additional evidence for
this paradigm within the context of general relativity. (I plan to address the generalization to
Lanczos-Lovelock models of gravity in a future work.) In addition to new results, I will also
paraphrase some known features of gravity in the language of the emergent paradigm because it
provides better insights into these results. In fact, one of the significant fall-outs of the emergent
gravity program was that it highlighted several peculiar features of general relativity which had
previously not attracted the attention they deserved [13]. Some of the results in this paper
continue this tradition.
Since this is a somewhat long paper touching upon diverse aspects of gravitational dynamics,
I will first provide a summary of the key results of the paper.
I begin in the next section by essentially “running a commercial” for describing gravity using
fab ≡ √−ggab and the corresponding canonical momenta N cab. These variables are, of course,
not new (and, in fact, I will christen them as “old variables” [14–16]) and have appeared in
literature from time to time (like e.g., in [17,18]). Recently, we provided a fairly comprehensive
discussion of these variables [19] and demonstrated how the description of gravity takes a simple
and elegant form in terms of these variables. In Sec. 2, I will provide an ab-initio route to
gravitational dynamics based on these variables. In addition to setting the stage, this discussion
serves the following important purpose: It introduces the notion of the momentum density of
the gravitational field and relates its variation to the Ricci tensor and — through it — to the
dynamics. The key equation in this context is
£qRab = −∇c(£qN cab) =
1
2
£qFab; Fab ≡ Tab − 1
2
gabT (1)
(in units with 16πG = 1 = c). This exact equation relates the variation of the gravitational
momentum density £qN
c
ab (in the form of a Lie derivative along an arbitrary vector field q
a) to
the corresponding variation in the Ricci tensor and — through gravitational dynamics — with
the variation of the energy momentum tensor. As we shall see, many other results in the paper
arise from the fact that the above equation allows us to relate fabδRab to f
abδN lab. The former
quantity occurs in the variation of the surface term of the gravitational action and thus plays
a crucial role in: (i) the symplectic structure of gravity, (ii) the form of the Noether currents
and (iii) the physics of the boundary surfaces, while the latter expression will occur ubiquitously
throughout this paper.
I also review briefly the connection between the variations of the dynamical variables (fabδN cab,
N cabδf
ab) and the variations of the thermodynamic variables (SδT, T δS). Previous work [19] has
established that there is a one-to-one correspondence between these two, when evaluated on the
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null surfaces for a specific class of metric variations which preserve the null surface geometry. In
the rest of the paper, we repeatedly encounter these variations — in particular, fabδN cab — and
it is important to keep in mind the thermodynamic correspondence between this variation and
SδT .
The fact that two such variations — SδT and TδS — exist and can be related to each other
is not often emphasized and it is worthwhile to discuss this briefly in a familiar context. Consider
the standard black hole thermodynamics in which the addition of a mass δM changes the energy
of the black hole by the standard relation δM = δE = TδS. While this relation is often taken
for granted as “natural” without a second thought, it does contain a very peculiar feature: The
absence of a SδT term makes it appear as though T is kept constant while the process takes
place which, of course, is not true since the change in M changes both T and S of the black
hole. In fact, the Schwarzschild black hole (with horizon area A) satisfies the relation (with
L2P = (G~/c
3) being the Planck area):
E = 2TS =
1
2
T
(
A
L2P
)
(2)
with a crucial factor of 2 [and (1/2)] in the two equalities above. The second relation tells us
that, if we attribute Nsur = A/L
2
P degrees of freedom to the horizon area A, then each degree of
freedom carries exactly (1/2)kBT amount of energy. This, in turn, tells us that if we attribute
Nbulk ≡ [E/(1/2)T ] degrees of freedom with the bulk gravitational energy inside the horizon
(“equipartition”), then the black hole is in holographic equipartition with Nsur = Nbulk. From
Eq. (2), it follows that
δE = 2SδT + 2TδS (3)
with both the variations contributing to the change in energy. However, there is an additional
relation S ∝ M2 ∝ T−2 which is maintained during the variation that comes to our rescue,
allowing us to express δE either in terms of δS or in terms of δT alone:
δE = TδS = −2SδT = −1
2
A
L2P
δT = −1
2
NsurδT (4)
While the first equality is so widely discussed, the (equally valid) remaining relations are seldom
emphasized in the literature! Equation (4) tells us that addition of energy can also be thought
of as resulting in an increase in the temperature while the number of surface degrees of freedom
is held fixed, with the crucial minus sign indicating the negative specific heat of the gravitating
system. While, in reality, both S and T change in the physical processes involving the horizon,
they could be described in a complementary fashion, as either TδS or as −(1/2)(A/L2P )δT .
(The latter is, in fact, similar to the description of, say, heating a mono-atomic ideal gas with
δE = (3N/2)δT ; we do not change N while heating a fixed amount of gas.) In the general
context of null surfaces and other boundaries, we will find that it is the latter interpretation
involving δT (which corresponds to δNabc) that provides a more natural description. As a result,
we will continuously encounter this variation in different guises while studying the boundary
thermodynamics. Roughly speaking, fab acts like an extensive variable in thermodynamics,
while N cab acts like an intensive variable.
A closely related quantity is the total variation δ(fabN cab) which corresponds to δ(TS). This
expression arises when we study the contribution of the boundary term in the Einstein-Hilbert
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action on a local Rindler horizon, and it occurs without the factor 2 noted earlier. I have
discussed the physical significance of this term (and the difference between TS and 2TS) in my
previous papers [20, 21]. The TS essentially corresponds to the enthalpy (or heat content)1 of
the gravitational field which measures the difference between the energy and free energy of a
finite temperature system, while 2TS measures the equipartition energy obtained by attributing
(1/2)kBT to each of the (A/L
2
P ) degrees of freedom in an area A. The basic result in the context
of black holes, written in two forms:
2(TS) = 2(M/2) =
1
2
T (A/L2P ); 2(heat content) = (equipartition energy) (5)
will keep appearing in our discussions.
In Sections 3–5, I will discuss the relationship between the above concepts, Noether currents
and the gravitational dynamics. To do this consistently, I will first show (Sec. 3) how Noether
currents can be thought of as arising purely from some, actually rather trivial, mathematical
identities in differential geometry. Introducing them in such a manner allows certain flexibility
and brings sharply into focus their connection with dynamics which I introduce later on. (On
the other hand, if I obtain Noether currents in the more conventional manner, from the dif-
feomorphism invariance of the action, then it is hardly surprising that they possess dynamical
content since the action functional already knows about the dynamics of the system.) While one
can associate a conserved current with any vector field in spacetime, the vector fields related to
the time evolution are special. If we foliate the spacetime in the usual manner with ua denoting
the unit normal to the t = constant surfaces, then the two vector fields which are closely related
to time evolution are the following:
ξa ≡ Nua; ζa ≡ Nua +Na (6)
where N and Na ≡ habζb are the lapse and shift functions and hab = δab + uaub is the projection
tensor. The first one (ξa) is related to the flow of proper time normal to the t = constant
surfaces and is parallel to the velocity vector ua of the fundamental observers. The second one
(ζa) also satisfies the condition ζa∇at = 1 and takes into account the shift of spatial coordinates
between two spacelike hypersurfaces. In the past literature, ζa has been used and investigated
in many different contexts quite widely. I will, however, show that one can obtain quite elegant
and physically pleasing results from the Noether current and charge corresponding to the vector
ξa. To begin with, I will show (Sec. 4.1) that the total Noether charge (associated with ξa)
in any bulk region V bounded by a constant lapse surface ∂V , is equal to the heat content of
the boundary surface. Further, twice the Noether charge gives the equipartition energy of the
surface:∫
V
√
h d3x uaJ
a[ξ] = ǫ
∫
∂V
d2x Ts; 2
∫
V
√
h d3x uaJ
a[ξ] = ǫ
∫
∂V
√
σ d2x
L2P
1
2
(kBT ); (7)
where ǫ = ±1. The temperature and entropy density of a patch of area are defined using local
Rindler observers (described later around Eq. (55)). This result holds in arbitrary, time evolving
spacetimes and provides a simple and direct interpretation of the Noether charge associated
1In usual thermodynamics, enthalpy H is defined as H = E+PV and satisfies the identity E+PV −TS = µN
where µ is the chemical potential. So for systems with µ = 0, we have the result H = TS, which is what we can
call the heat content of the system. In this paper, I will use the term enthalpy to refer to just TS.
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with one of the time development vectors. (For the sake of completeness, I also discuss briefly in
Sec. 7.3 the corresponding results for ζa. Since there is a relative boost between the observers
moving along ζa and the fundamental observers moving along ξa, there are additional contri-
butions related to the boost energy which mar the simple thermodynamic interpretation in the
case of ζa.)
The above relation also allows one to study the concept of holographic equipartition [22–24] in
static spacetimes and — more importantly — relate the time evolution of the spacetime geometry
to the departure from holographic equipartition. I first re-derive (Sec. 4.2) the holographic
equipartition law in the form Nsur = Nbulk for any static spacetime with natural definitions for
the surface and bulk degrees of freedom. Further, I show that the time evolution of the spacetime
geometry can be described in a rather elegant manner by the equation:∫
V
d3x
8π
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij = −
∫
V
d3x
8π
hab£ξp
ab = ǫ
1
2
kBTavg(Nsur −Nbulk) (8)
where hab is the induced metric on the t = constant surfaces, p
ab is its conjugate momentum
and Tavg is the average Davies-Unruh temperature of the boundary of V . On the left hand
side, we again see the rate of change of gravitational momentum which, in thermodynamic
language, is related to the change in the temperature. The above equation shows that this
change is driven by the departure from holographic equipartition, and that time evolution will
cease when Nsur = Nbulk. I stress that all these concepts depend on the choice of observers
and their accelerations, etc. arising through the spacetime foliation. While the equations are
generally covariant, they encode observer dependence through the choice of the foliation and
non-geometrical fields like the velocity of the observers. I emphasize that this is a feature and
not a bug. As I mentioned earlier, attribution of thermodynamic variables to a null surface is
observer dependent. Therefore, if we relate the dynamical evolution to the thermodynamical
concepts, different observers using different coordinate systems must perceive, for example, the
time evolution of the metric, differently. We know that the spacetime metric describing a black
hole is time independent in the Schwarzschild coordinates but not in, say, the synchronous
coordinates; what we see here is fundamentally no different from this fact.
A closely related result pertains to the definition and evaluation of the energy associated with
gravity in a bulk region of space. Defining energy for gravity is a notorious activity that evokes
strong reactions from the cognoscenti. I will, nevertheless, show that the description of gravity in
terms of (fab, N cab) provides a natural way of associating a gravitational four-momentum current
with every vector field. This current is, in fact, what is usually called the Noether current for
the vector field in the literature except that we will now: (i) choose it for the specific time
development vector ξa and (ii) motivate it somewhat more physically. More importantly, we will
show that the total amount of gravitational energy contained in a bulk region is then exactly
equal to the surface heat content when the equations of motion hold. That is, we will show that
for any self-gravitating system, which could be time-dependent and dynamically evolving, the
total energy contained in a region R bounded by a constant lapse surface ∂R, is given by∫
R
d3x
√
hua[P
a(ξ) +NT ab u
b] =
∫
∂R
d2x Ts (9)
On the left hand side, the first term is the suitably defined gravitational contribution to the
energy density and the second term is the contribution from matter. While it is well known in
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the literature that the quasi-local energies (for a review, see e.g., [25]) for gravity are usually
given by boundary integrals, the precise thermodynamic meaning we obtain is important in
revealing the holographic nature of gravity.
I stress that the validity of the above result is not restricted to static spacetimes, which
— in turn — implies that this energy and the boundary heat content will evolve in time due
to physical processes. By adopting the usual techniques used to obtain the symplectic form of
gravity from Noether currents, one can easily determine the variation of this energy with respect
to the chosen time development vector. I will show that this is given by
£ξHgrav =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ Nra
(
T abξb + g
lm£ξN
a
lm
)
(10)
where ra is the normal to ∂R. Of the two terms in the integrand, the first one is due to the
matter energy flux across the boundary. The second term, representing the gravitational sector,
again has the variation of Nalm, which reinforces the idea that this term can be thought of as
the change in the gravitational heat due to the processes at the boundary. For example, in a
matter-free spacetime (describing e.g., gravitational waves), we will have
£ξHgrav =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σNrag
lm£ξN
a
lm (11)
showing that the flow of energy of gravitational waves in a bulk region is described by the surface
term. The physical meaning is again thermodynamic and is related to the change in the heat
content of the boundary.
Up to this point in the paper, I have been faithful to the party line and have only attempted
to connect the conventional description of bulk gravitational dynamics with boundary thermody-
namics. I, however, believe that the so called cosmological constant problem is a clear indication
that we are ignoring the most significant clue we have about the nature of gravitational dynamics :
Gravity does not couple to changes in the bulk energy density arising from the addition of a
constant to the matter Lagrangian. I begin Sec. 6.1 by showing that one cannot solve the cos-
mological constant problem in any generally covariant theory in which the metric is varied as a
dynamical variable, in an unrestricted manner in a local action principle. A possible alternative
is to obtain the field equations of gravity as a consistency condition for the spacetime from a
variational principle involving some other dynamical variable. This is indeed possible (not only
for Einstein’s gravity but even for all Lanczos-Lovelock theories [26]) by defining a thermody-
namic functional on every null surface and demanding that this functional should be extremised
simultaneously on all null surfaces. I connect up this formalism with the heat density of the null
surfaces and relate it again to a Noether charge. In this case, the Noether current is evaluated
for the null vector defining the congruence, which is analogous to the time development vector in
the case of spacelike surfaces discussed earlier. It turns out that the field equations for gravity in
the absence of matter can be obtained by extremising the following functional on all null surfaces
simultaneously:
Q ≡ 1
16π
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ
[
gijℓa£ℓN
a
ij
]
(12)
Here, ℓa is the affinely parametrized null vector defining the congruence. The occurrence of
gij£ℓN
a
ij , which — as we said before, is related to SδT — suggests that this extremum principle
can be given a thermodynamic interpretation. This strengthens the physical interpretation of
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the variational principle and relates it to the corresponding concepts on spacelike and timelike
boundaries.
Right at the end (in Sec. 7) I discuss several other variations on the basic theme presented
here. Among them, the possibility of using different Lagrangians, related to the Einstein-Hilbert
Lagrangian by total divergences, and the possibility of using other time development vector fields
(in particular ζa) are of some interest. I show how the Noether potential gets modified by the
addition of total divergences to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. In particular, it turns out that
the results related to a spacelike surface, obtained with the time development vector ξa, do not
change when we use the Lagrangian with the addition of the 2K term at the boundary. (This does
not happen for ζa, which is possibly yet another reason to use ξa in the formalism.) Corrections
do appear when one uses the Γ2 Lagrangian which I will describe briefly. Finally, I describe
the results pertaining to the use of ζa rather than ξa. As mentioned earlier, this introduces an
additional boost relative to the fundamental observers which complicates the interpretation. To
a limited extent, this can be understood in terms of a modified acceleration ζa∇aub instead of
Nua∇aub, but the fact that ζa in general does not have good foliation properties — in contrast
to ua — makes the mathematics inelegant and the interpretations rather contrived. I believe
it is the use of ζa rather than ξa in the past literature which has led to the missing of some of
these results, which, as we will see, are mathematically rather simple.
I use the (– + + +) signature and, most of the time, units with c = 1, ~ = 1, kB = 1, 16πG = 1,
so that Einstein’s equations reduce to 2Gab = Tab. The Latin letters run through 0-3 while
the Greek letters run through 1-3. I define (...) and [...] for (anti)symmetrization of tensor
indices without a factor (1/2). I also use the convention that δ (something) = −£ (something)
with a relative minus sign when the variation of (something) is produced by a diffeomorphism
represented by Lie differentiation along a vector field.
2 Introducing the dramatis personae: A route to Gravity
Recent research [19] motivated by the emergent paradigm of gravity shows that the description
of classical gravity simplifies significantly if we use the variables fab ≡ √−ggab and the corre-
sponding canonical momentum N cab. These ‘old variables’ were studied [14–16] in the early days
of general relativity (and were used sporadically later on in the literature, like, e.g., in [17, 18])
but have not acquired the popularity they deserve. My first task is to advertise the virtues of
this description.
Classical mechanics of a single degree of freedom q(t) can be obtained from an action principle
based on the Lagrangian Lq ≡ pq˙−H(p, q). Varying p and q independently, one sees that: (a) To
get sensible equations of motion, we need δq = 0 at the boundary while δp is arbitrary. (b) When
δq = 0 at the boundary, the equations of motion are ∂tq = (∂H/∂p) and ∂tp = −(∂H/∂q). The
subscript q on Lq is to remind us that q is kept fixed at the end points to obtain the equations of
motion. We can ask whether there is another Lagrangian which will lead to the same equations
of motion when p is kept fixed. There indeed exists one, which is given by
Lp ≡ Lq − d(pq)
dt
= −qp˙−H(p, q) (13)
It is easy to see that if we vary Lp, treating again q and p as independent, we can get the same
equation of motion with δp = 0 at the boundary and δq arbitrary. Note that Lq = Lq(q, q˙, p)
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while Lp = Lp(q, p, p˙).
We also know that we could have got the same equations of motion by treating Lq as just a
function of q, q˙ and identifying p = p(q, q˙) as p = ∂Lq/∂q˙ without treating it as an independent
variable. In such an approach, there is a significant difference between Lp and Lq. When
Lq = Lq(q, q˙) depends only on up to first derivatives of q, the Lp = Lp(q, q˙, q¨) will (in general)
depend on second derivatives of q through the term d[q(∂L/∂q˙)]/dt. Normally, if a Lagrangian
depends on the second derivatives of q, the equations of motion can be third order in q. But
with this specific kind of dependence, the equations of motion will still be second order in q when
we keep p fixed at the end points. Thus, it is easy2 to construct, even in classical mechanics, a
Lagrangian containing q¨, which only leads to second order equations of motion.3
What is not stressed in textbooks is that we can do the same thing in field theory. The
field equations, φ = −V ′(φ) for a scalar field φ, say, can be obtained using either of the two
Lagrangians:
Lφ = p
a∂aφ−H ; Lp = −φ∂apa −H = Lφ − ∂a(φpa); H = (1/2)papa + V (φ). (14)
These Lagrangians, again, differ by a total divergence. In contrast to the text book description,
we are here treating H as a Lorentz scalar and not as the time component of a four-vector;
further, full Lorentz invariance is maintained without any (1+3) split. Note that, while the
pa∂aφ term does not involve a metric, p
apa = ηabp
apb needs a background metric to ‘lower
the index’ on pa. We can also work out the dynamics of a vector field and, in particular, the
U(1) gauge field in an analogous manner. It is straightforward to generalize the description to
a curved spacetime by the usual prescriptions.
The situation becomes really interesting when we consider the theory of a symmetric second
rank tensor field described by a matrix f with elements denoted by fab. The “momenta”
corresponding to fab will be denoted by N cab which, in turn, can be thought of as elements of
four matrices N c. As in the previous cases, we can consider two possible Lagrangians (which
differ from each other by a four-divergence) to describe the theory:
Lf = N
c
ab∂cf
ab −Hg(f ij , Nklm); LN = −fab∂cN cab −Hg = Lf − ∂c(fabN cab) (15)
with a very specific choice:
Hg = fab(N cadNdbc −
1
3
N cacN
d
bd) (16)
Note that, unlike the scalar and vector cases, we do not need to use
√−g d4x as integra-
tion measure; the action is obtained in any coordinate system by integrating over just d4x =
dx0dx1dx2dx3. This makes the action a polynomial function of the basic variables (fab, N ijk),
unlike what happens when we use gab due to the presence of the
√−g term. Further, these La-
grangians are defined without the use of any background metric (in contrast to the scalar/vector
field theories) and the contractions in Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) are purely combinatoric operations
involving only δij . In fact, instead of thinking of f
ab as a field in spacetime etc., we can think
of these Lagrangians as describing the (abstract) dynamics of five 4 × 4 matrices (f,N c), the
2In fact, given Lq(q, q˙) one can construct a Lagrangian which leads to the same equations of motion when
some arbitrary function C(q, q˙) is kept fixed at the boundary; see [27] for details.
3The Lagrangian Lp = Lq − d(qp)/dt is almost never used in classical mechanics or field theory. For a free
particle, Lp(q, q˙, q¨) = −(1/2)q˙2 − qq¨; this should not be confused with the Lagrangian −(1/2)q(d/dt2)q which is
sometimes used.
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elements of each of which depend on four parameters qi. The matrix action is determined by
integrating the Lf or LN over d
4q. The variational principle using Lf (with f fixed at the
boundary) or with LN (with N
c fixed at the boundary) will lead to the dynamical equations for
the matrices. (This fact allows a different way of approaching gravitational dynamics which I
will comment on in Sec. 2.2.)
Incredibly enough, the resulting equations are identical to those of Einstein’s gravity (without
sources; it can be easily extended to take care of matter sources [19]) if we identify the arbitrary
curved spacetime coordinates xi with the parameters qi and set fab ≡ √−ggab. The equations
then imply the further identification:
Nabc = −Γabc +
1
2
(Γdbdδ
a
c + Γ
d
cdδ
a
b ) = Q
ad
be Γ
e
cd +Q
ad
ce Γ
e
bd (17)
where Qabcd = (1/2)[δ
a
c δ
b
d− δadδbc ] is the determinant tensor. (For a detailed proof, see [19].) Thus,
gravitational dynamics in an arbitrary coordinate system with labels xi and metric functions
gab(x
i) can be obtained from the dynamics of five matrices (f,N c).
Another surprise is that the momentum space Lagrangian LN is numerically just
√−g R
where R is the curvature scalar! That is, treating N ijk as a function of f
ab given by Eq. (17),
one can show [19] that
LN = Lf − ∂c(fabN cab) = −fab∂cN cab −Hg =
√−g R (18)
where R is the standard curvature scalar of differential geometry. The reason the Einstein-
Hilbert action leads to second order equations is now clear: It is a momentum space Lagrangian
in terms of the variables (f,Na).
As we shall see, the variables (f,Na) will play an extremely important role in the rest of the
paper. In view of this fact, I will next describe several important properties of these variables
and connect them up with the standard description to enhance familiarity. (For more details
see, [19].)
2.1 Description of gravity in terms of (fab, N cab)
To begin with, the standard Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian (in units 16πG = 1)
AEH =
∫
V
d4xLEH =
∫
V
d4x
√−g R =
∫
V
d4x
√−g QabcdRcdab (19)
can be decomposed into a quadratic Lagrangian (called the Γ2 Lagrangian or the Einstein-
Schrodinger Lagrangian) and a divergence term as: LEH = Lquad + Lsur, with
Lquad ≡ 2
√−gQ bcda ΓadkΓkbc; Lsur ≡ 2∂c
[√−gQ bcda Γabd] . (20)
These expressions take simpler forms when we use the variables fab and Nabc treating N
a
bc as a
specified function of fab. We again have LEH = Lquad + Lsur with
Lquad = 1
2
Nabc∂af
bc; Lsur = −∂c(fabN cab) (21)
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The Ricci tensor can be expressed in terms of Nabc as:
Rab = −(∂cN cab +N cadNdbc −
1
3
N cacN
d
bd) (22)
Though Nabc is not a tensor, its variation δN
a
bc is a tensor which can be related to the variation
of the Ricci tensor, δRab, again, in a remarkably simple form:
δRab = −∇c(δN cab) (23)
(Incidentally the result in Eq. (23) allows us to formulate the gravitational field equations in a
novel manner which I have commented upon in Sec. 2.2). As a corollary, when the variations
are induced by a Lie derivative along an arbitrary vector field qa, Eq. (23) becomes
£qRab = −∇c(£qN cab) (24)
The Lie derivative of non-tensorial objects like Γabc can be defined from first principles and the
explicit form of £qΓ
a
bc is given later in Eq. (47); the Lie derivative ofN
a
bc follows on using Eq. (17).
Since Nabc is the momentum density, Eq. (24) shows that the Ricci tensor is closely related to
the variation of gravitational momentum when Lie transported along any vector field.
Multiplying Eq. (23) by fab =
√−g gab we immediately get:
fabδRab = δ(
√−gR)−Rabδfab = −∂c[f ikδN cik], (25)
which, in turn, gives the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action in just one step:
δ(
√−gR) = Rabδfab − ∂c[f ikδN cik] =
√−g [Gabδgab −∇c(gikδN cik)] (26)
To get the second equality, we have used the fact that for any two index object Xab, we have
Xabδf
ab = (Xab− (1/2)gabX)δgab. If the variations in Eq. (26) arise due to a Lie differentiation
along a vector field q, then on multiplying Eq. (24) by fab =
√−g gab, identical algebra gives [on
using £q(
√−gR) = √−g∇a(Rqa), Gab£qgab = −2∇a(Gab qb)] the conservation law ∇aJa = 0
for the current:
Ja[q] = 2Gabq
b +Rqa + gik£qN
a
ik = 2R
a
b q
b + gik£qN
a
ik (27)
This current will again play a vital role in our discussion throughout the paper.
Further, we can define a vector P a[q] associated with any vector field qa by rewriting Eq. (27)
as
P a[q] ≡ Ja[q]− 2Gabqb = gik£qNaik + LHqa (28)
where LH = R is the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. This vector is same as J
a on-shell, when
the equation of motion Gab = 0 is satisfied and is conserved on-shell. To see the additional
significance of this vector, note that the Hamiltonian for gravity we started with in Eq. (15) has
the form:
Hg = −
√−g [gab∂cN cab + LH ] (29)
where we have used LN = R
√−g = LH√−g . This, of course, is not a scalar density because of
the ∂c in the expression. But the form of Hg suggests the replacement of gab∂cN cab by gab£qN cab
along any vector field to obtain a scalar density for this term. To make the indices match,
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we replace LH by LHq
a. This is precisely the vector P a[q], with the sign chosen for future
convenience.4
In particular, if we chose qa = ξa ≡ Nua where ua is the normal to t = constant surfaces,
we can interpret P a[ξ] as the gravitational four-momentum flux. When the equations of motion
hold 2Gabξ
b = T ab ξ
b can be thought of as the corresponding four-momentum flux of matter. The
definition in Eq. (28) tells us that:
Ja[ξ] = P a[ξ] + 2Gabξ
b = P a[ξ] + T ab ξ
b ≡ P atotal[ξ] (30)
allowing us to interpret the conserved current Ja[ξ] as the total four-momentum flux. This
interpretation will be made more precise and strengthened in Sec. 5.
These two results in Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) and the interpretation of Eq. (28) highlight
the importance of the combination gik£qN
a
ik which, as we saw, can be related to gravitational
momentum flow. We also know from Eq. (26) that gikδNaik is essentially the surface term in the
variation of the gravitational action:
(16π)δAsur = −
∫
V
d4x∂c[f
abδN cab] = −
∫
∂V
d3x
√
hncg
abδN cab (31)
It turns out that this variation can be given a simple thermodynamic interpretation. Consider a
null surface with temperature T = κ/2π and entropy density s =
√
σ/4 attributed to it by local
Rindler observers who perceive it as a horizon with κ being the surface gravity defined using
a suitable null congruence and
√
σ being the area element of the local horizon surface: Then,
(see [19] for details) the following results hold:
• The boundary term in the action, evaluated over a null surface, can be interpreted [21] in
terms of its heat content Ts (or enthalpy density; see the footnote on page 5); that is:
1
16π
∫
d3Σc(N
c
abf
ab) =
∫
dλ d2x
( κ
2π
)(√σ
4
)
=
∫
dλ d2x Ts (32)
• More remarkably, the variations fδN and Nδf have corresponding thermodynamic inter-
pretations for a class of variations which preserve the null surface:
1
16π
∫
d3Σc(N
c
abδf
ab) =
∫
dλ d2x
( κ
2π
)
δ
(√
σ
4
)
=
∫
dλ d2x Tδs; (33)
1
16π
∫
d3Σc(f
abδN cab) =
∫
dλ d2x
(√
σ
4
)
δ
( κ
2π
)
=
∫
dλ d2x sδT (34)
We see that (f,N c) are not only dynamically conjugate variables but their variations (δf, δN c)
exhibit thermodynamic conjugacy in terms of corresponding variations in (δT, δS). Of these, we
can think of f as an extensive variable and Na as intensive variables, just as in conventional
thermodynamics. Later discussion will fortify this idea.
4With our choice of signature, in flat spacetime, say, ua = −δ0a so that u
a = δa
0
is future pointing. This means
that in the dot products uava = −v0, we pick up the time component of va with an extra minus sign rather than
just pick up v0 (which would have happened if we were using the opposite signature). This is not of concern most
of the time and we will not worry about it. Occasionally, our sign choices are decided by this fact.
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If we consider the gravitational action principle in a region of spacetime bound by null surfaces
(the ‘causal diamond’), then the boundary condition on the surface corresponds to isothermality
(δT = 0) with respect to the local Rindler observers who perceive the null surfaces as local
Rindler horizons. It is obvious how thermodynamic considerations enhance our understanding
of standard gravitational dynamics. We will see many more such examples in the sequel.
2.2 Aside: Some additional comments
There are a few comments regarding this formalism which I would like to mention here as an
aside, though it is not relevant directly to the rest of the paper. Those interested in the main
theme can directly proceed to Sec. 3.
First, in the standard approach, we use gab rather than f
ab ≡ √−g gab as the dynamical
variables and one may wonder whether similar results can be obtained with gab. This requires
using the action:
A =
∫
d4x
√−g L; L =M cab∂cgab −H (35)
where
Mabc = gbdgceΓade −
1
2
gbdgacΓede −
1
2
gcdgabΓede −
1
2
gbcV a. (36)
with
V c ≡ −gabM cab = gikΓcik − gckΓmkm = 2Q bcda Γabd = 2Qijkc∂igjk = −
1
g
∂b(gg
bc). (37)
and
H = gbdM cdkM
k
bc −
2
3
girMkirM
d
dk −
1
3
gbkM ibiM
d
dk +
1
6
gdkg
irMdirg
xyMkxy (38)
where M cab ≡ gaigbjM cij etc. We see that: (i) We now have to define the action with a
√−g d4x
measure rather than with just d4x introducing a factor which is non-polynomial in the dynam-
ical variables unlike in the case of (fab, Nabc). (ii) The expressions are a lot more complicated
compared to when we use (fab, Nabc) as our variables. We will see on several future occasions
that the use of the (fab, Nabc) pair simplifies the expressions.
Second, the matrix dynamics in terms of the five 4 × 4 matrices (f,Na) achieves “general
covariance without general covariance” in the following sense. Consider a 4 × 4 matrix with
elements denoted by fab and another set of four 4×4 matrices [N0bc, N1bc, N2bc, N3bc] with elements
denoted by Nabc. We assume that all these elements [f
ab(qi), Nabc(q
i)] depend on four parameters
qi. We can now construct the index-free function Lf(q
i) using Eq. (15) and Eq. (16). This does
not require any metric and the index placements take care of summation with just Kronecker
deltas. (However, the definition of Hg is not a pure matrix operation but involves the compo-
nents.) We can integrate Lf(q
i) over a range of parameters qi with the Cartesian measure d4q to
define an abstract matrix action. The extremisation of this action when the matrices (f,Na) are
varied, will lead to a set of equations which determine the relation between ∂cf and N
a as well
as their dependence on qi. Now consider the real spacetime manifold described by the metric
functions gab(x
i) in some specific coordinate system. If we identify the coordinates xi with our
parameters qi and the combination
√−g gab with fab, then the matrix equations we obtained
determine the spacetime metric functions in these coordinates. If we now choose another set of
coordinates in the spacetime, the metric functions will change. But we do not have to change
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anything as regards the abstract matrix description; in particular we do not have to multiply
d4q by a Jacobian. We simply identify the new coordinates with qi and the new
√−g gab with
fab and everything will work out quite trivially. This separation of kinematics (coordinates,
explicit form of metric functions, their change under coordinate transformations, etc.) from the
dynamics (described once and for all by the equations satisfied by the matrices (f,Na)) is an
attractive conceptual feature of this approach.
Third, one can easily introduce more ‘pre-geometric’ variables λA, say, and treat the matrix
element fab(qi) as some kind of coarse-grained object after averaging over λA, like f
ab(qi) =
〈fab(qi;λA)〉 where the averaging is over the pre-geometric variables λA with some measure. This
shows that the current approach may be useful for introducing and investigating pre-geometric
structures.
Fourth, the nature of gravity is completely contained in the form of the Hamiltonian Hg. On
general grounds, one would expect it to be a quadratic in N ijk. The choice of the specific form
of the quadratic function depends on the symmetries we want to impose on the theory. There is
a natural, covariant, separation of any metric into a conformal form gab = Ω
2g¯ab with g¯ab being
a metric of unit determinant. This allows reformulation of the theory in terms of the variables
(Ω, f¯ab), which has some interesting features that I hope to discuss in a future publication.
Fifth, the relation Eq. (23) allows a ‘variational’ formulation of gravitational dynamics. Sup-
pose we have a source Fab(s) ≡ (Tab−(1/2)gabT ) where Tab(s) is the stress-tensor which depends
on some parameter s (mass, charge, cosmological constant, anything....). For every value of s,
we can, in principle, solve the field equations and obtain gab(s), fab(s), N
c
ab(s), .... etc. Let an
overdot denote the derivative of any of these with respect to s, like

F ab = dFab/ds, etc. Then
the gravitational field equations can be written simply as:
∇c(

N cab) = −8π

Fab (39)
which tells us how the geometry changes when we change the source. Given

F ab, we can solve
Eq. (39) for

Nabc(s), and find N
a
bc(s) by integrating

Nabc(s) over s with flat spacetime as the initial
condition, say. We again see, from Eq. (39), the importance of Nabc; the field equations directly
determine how it changes when the source changes. Such a description relating changes in the
geometry to changes in the source may be closer in spirit to thermodynamics. These aspects
open up interesting avenues for further work.
3 Conserved currents from identities in differential geom-
etry
In the later sections, I will extensively use certain conserved currents (usually called Noether
currents) to describe the gravitational dynamics. Conventionally, there is a tendency in literature
to link the existence of such conserved currents with the diffeomorphism invariance of an action.
If one follows the route of deriving the conserved currents from the invariance properties of a
given action functional, then it is somewhat of a circuitous reasoning — though interesting — to
redescribe dynamics in terms of these currents. (After all, complete dynamics can be obtained
if the form of the action is known.) Fortunately, this approach is unnecessary and — to a
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great extent — complicates matters. I will show how the variables (f,Na) are closely related
to conserved (Noether) currents for vector fields purely because of some —in fact, rather trivial
— identities in differential geometry. This delinks the existence of conserved (Noether) currents
from the invariance properties of any action principle or such dynamical considerations.
There are (at least) two ways of obtaining the standard Noether current associated with a
vector field va without ever mentioning the action principle for gravity or its diffeomorphism
invariance!. These involve just (i) using either the antisymmetric part of ∇ivj and an identity
for Rijv
j or (ii) contracting the Lie derivative of Γ suitably. This shows that the resulting
conservation law ∇aJa = 0, for example, is just a differential geometric identity and has nothing
to do with the gravitational dynamics. Delinking the form of the Noether current from any
action principle allows us to reinterpret gravitational dynamics later on using Noether currents,
without introducing any circuitous reasoning.
We begin from the elementary fact that the derivative ∇kvj of any vector field vj can be
decomposed into the anti-symmetric and symmetric parts by
∇jvk +∇kvj ≡ ∇(jvk) ≡ Sjk; ∇jvk −∇kvj ≡ ∇[jvk] ≡ Jjk (40)
[Recall that I define (...) and [...] without a factor (1/2).] The antisymmetric part J lm leads to
a conserved current J i ≡ ∇kJ ik; in other words, from every vector field vk in the spacetime we
can obtain a conserved current, fairly trivially.5
To find an explicit form for this current and explore its connection with Nabc, we proceed as
follows: Substituting the decomposition, ∇jvk = (1/2) (Jjk + Sjk), in the standard identity
∇k
(∇jvk)−∇j (∇kvk) = Rjl vl (41)
we get:
∇kJjk +∇k(Sjk − gjkS) = 2Rjl vl (42)
The first term in the above equation is the conserved current Jk, while the physical meaning of
the second term can be obtained by noting that the symmetric part Sjk gives the change in the
metric tensor gjk under the diffeomorphism xa → xa + va. That is:
£vg
ab = −[∇avb +∇bva] = −Sab ≡ −δgab (43)
(Recall our convention that δ = −£). From the definition in Eq. (17) we can also obtain the
explicit result:
gabδN cab = ∇b(δgcb − gcbgikδgik) (44)
which is valid for arbitrary variations, not just diffeomorphism (see, e.g., p. 549 of Ref. [39]). In
the case of diffeomorphisms (with δN cab = −£vN cab, δgab = Sab), we get:
gab£vN
c
ab ≡ Bc[v] = −∇b(Sbc − gcbS); ∇c(gab£vN cab) ≡ ∇cBc (45)
Comparing this with the form of the second term on the left hand side of Eq. (42), we see that
the second term is just (−gbc£vN jbc). This gives us the explicit form of the conserved current
Ja[v] = ∇bJab[v] = 2Rabvb + gij£vNaij = 2Rabvb +Ba[v] (46)
5In fact, the converse is also true; given a conserved current Ji one can always find the corresponding vector
field vk. Since Jil is invariant under the “gauge transformation” vk → vk + ∂kf , we in fact have an infinite
number of such vectors associated with a given conserved current. This is just electromagnetism in disguise.
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which, of course, is the same one as obtained before in Eq. (27), but now we see that its
conservation follows trivially from the antisymmetry of ∇[jvk] which was far from obvious in the
derivation leading to Eq. (27).
An alternate, faster, way of obtaining the same result is as follows: From the Lie derivative
of the connection
£vΓ
a
bc = ∇b∇cva +Racmbvm (47)
one can obtain, on using Eq. (17), the relation:
2Qadce£vΓ
e
cd = g
bc£vN
a
bc = ∇bJab − 2Rabvb (48)
which is the same as the one obtained earlier.
We thus see that there are two routes to obtaining the form of the Noether current: (a)
from the antisymmetric part of ∇ivj using the identity in Eq. (41) or (b) by contracting the
Lie derivative of Γ suitably. In either procedure, the natural object we obtain is Jab (called
the Noether potential in general or the Komar superpotential in this particular case, which are
just other names for ∇[jvk]!) and Ja is derived from it. This route is unique and natural. In
contrast, in the conventional approach one first obtains the Noether current Ja and then looks
for a Noether potential Jab thereby agonizing over its non-uniqueness.
Thus, with every vector field vj we can associate a conserved current J i[v] given by Eq. (46).
One could think of this as a trivial algebraic result arising from the antisymmetry of J ij related
to the vector field. On the other hand, it also happens to be the Noether current arising from
the diffeomorphism invariance of the scalar R. Nobody knows of a clear physical reason as to
why this happens; in other words, nobody knows how to guess this answer without doing the
calculation. This fact, probably, has some physical significance and — in the discussions later
— I will try to emphasize this to a certain extent.
4 Bulk gravitational dynamics and surface thermodynam-
ics
For the rest of the paper, we will consider a spacetime foliated by a series of space-like hyper-
surfaces defined by constant values for a suitable scalar field t(x). We define the unit normal
to t = constant surfaces by ua = −N∇at; if we choose our time coordinate to coincide with
the hypersurface label, then ua = −Nδ0a. We next define a ‘time-development’ vector ζa by the
invariant condition ζa∇at = 1. (In the preferred coordinate system, we can choose ζa = δa0 ). In
general, ζa and ua will not be in the same direction and we have ζa = −(ζbub)ua + Na where
uaN
a = 0 and Na = habζ
b where hab ≡ δab + uaub is the projection tensor. In component form,
ζa = Nua +Na with Na = (0, Nα).
This decomposition also introduces the vector ξa ≡ −(ζbub)ua = Nua which will turn out
to be of considerable importance in what follows. When we impose the coordinate condition
such that g0α = 0 in a local region, we will have ζ
a = ξa and, if the spacetime is static, we can
identify ξa with the time-like Killing vector. Thus, in any spacetime, there exist two natural
diffeomorphisms, with vector fields
ξa = Nua = −N2∇at; ζa = Nua +Na (49)
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The latter one ζa has attracted a fair amount of attention in the past literature. I will, however,
show that as far as Noether currents and related dynamics go, the vector ξa possesses more
interesting properties. So, I will begin with a discussion of these properties and later comment
on corresponding results vis-a-vis the vector field ζa in Sec. 7.3. (Incidentally, the Noether
current for ua is also not interesting compared to the one for ξa; see the discussion in Appendix
A.2.)
4.1 Noether charge as the surface heat content
We will begin by computing the Noether current for ξa. To calculate this current, it is convenient
to use an identity connecting Noether currents for two vector fields qa and va ≡ f(x)qa. It can
be shown that [see Appendix A.1; Eq. (A.7)]
qaJ
a[fq]− fqaJa[q] = ∇b
[(
qaqb − q2gab)∇af] (50)
which is particularly useful if qa = ∇aφ so that Jab[q] = 0. If we use Eq. (50) with qa =
−ξa/N2, f = −N2, we can obtain a nice result for the Noether charge density [see Appendix
A.2; Eq. (A.16)]:
uaJ
a(ξ) = 2Dα(Na
α) (51)
where ai ≡ uj∇jui is the acceleration and Diai = Dαaα = ∇iai − a2 where Di is the covariant
derivative on the t = constant surface. The acceleration ai, which will occur repeatedly in our
discussion, has the explicit form [see Appendix A.2; Eq. (A.9)]
Nai = Nu
l∇lui = hji∇jN. (52)
The combinationNai = ξ
l∇lui measures the change in velocity along our chosen time-development
vector ξl.
Integrating Eq. (51) over
√
hd3x to obtain the total Noether charge, we find that the flux of
the acceleration is essentially the total Noether charge contained inside a volume. Noting that
we have set 16πG = 1 and adding the correct proportionality constant (now with G = L2P !), we
get: ∫
V
√
h d3x uaJ
a[ξ] =
∫
V
dΣaJ
a[ξ] =
∫
∂V
√
σ d2x
8πL2P
(Nrαa
α) (53)
This result is valid for any region V in any spacetime. Let us now choose the boundary to be
a N(t,x)= constant surface within the t = constant surface. In the above expression, rα is
then the normal to the N(t,x)= constant surface within the t = constant surface. Therefore,
one can write rα ∝ DαN or as ri ∝ hji∇jN where hij = δij + uiuj is the projection tensor
to the t = constant surface. Since Nai = h
j
i∇jN , it follows that ri and ai are in the same
direction even in the most general case (non-static, Nα 6= 0). Normalizing it, we can take
rα = ǫaα/a where a is the magnitude of the acceleration, ensuring that rα is always outward
pointing. This leads to Nrαa
α = ǫNa = ǫ(hij∇iN∇jN)1/2. So, if we choose the boundary to be
a surface with N=constant (which is a generalization of the notion of an equipotential surface),
we can interpret Tloc = Na/2π as the (Tolman redshifted) local Davies-Unruh temperature of
the observers with four-velocity ua = −Nδ0a. These observers, who are moving normal to the
t =constant hypersurfaces will have the acceleration a with respect to the local freely falling
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observers. The local vacuum of the freely falling frame will appear to be a thermal state with
temperature Tloc = Na/2π to these observers. So we can write:
2
∫
V
√
h d3x uaJ
a[ξ] = ǫ
∫
∂V
√
σ d2x
L2P
(
1
2
Tloc
)
(54)
Thus, (twice) the Noether charge contained in a N= constant surface is equal to the equipartition
energy of the surface when we attribute (1/L2P ) degrees of freedom per unit area. (We will
comment on the factor 2 in a moment.)
Another, equivalent interpretation emerges, if we think of s =
√
σ/4L2P as the analogue of
the entropy density. Then we get, directly from Eq. (53), the result:∫
V
√
hd3xuaJ
a[ξ] = ǫ
∫
∂V
d2x Ts (55)
which is the heat (enthalpy) density (TS/A) of the boundary surface. This interpretation of a
quarter of the area as entropy is obvious in those limiting cases in which the boundary surface
becomes a horizon (like e.g., the surface t = constant, r = 2M + ǫ in the Schwarzschild metric in
the limit of ǫ → 0). But one can define this notion in a more general context, in terms of local
Rindler observers, as follows: Any sufficiently small patch of the boundary can be thought of as
a small section of the y − z plane which acts as a cross-section of the local Rindler horizon for
a suitably defined observer accelerating along the x− axis with acceleration a. Then, one can
again attribute the entropy density s =
√
σ/4 and the temperature Tloc = Na/2π to this patch
of area from the point of view of the local Rindler observer.
Let me comment on the factor 2 on the left hand side of Eq. (54) and connect it to a
result familiar to general relativists (also see [20]). The integral on the right of Eq. (54) gives
(1/2)TA = 2TS if we take (for the sake of illustration) T= constant on the boundary and
S = A/4. Therefore, the Noether charge Q is just the heat content (enthalpy) Q = TS, which
is also clear from Eq. (55). Thus, the Noether charge is half of the thermal, equipartition,
energy of the surface (1/2)TA = 2TS if we attribute (1/2)T per surface degree of freedom. In
the case of the Schwarzschild geometry, say, the thermal, equipartition, energy of the surface
is just the total mass M = 2TS. But what the Noether charge measures is the heat content
(enthalpy) E − F = TS which is precisely (M/2). In fact, this is a well-known “problem”
(see, e.g. [28]) when one tries to define total mass of a spacetime (which asymptotically tends
to the Schwarzschild limit) using the so-called Komar integral. In this context, ξa will become
the standard timelike Killing vector and the Noether potential will be the Komar potential. The
integral one performs with the Killing vector ξa is identical to the computation of the Noether
charge above and one gets (M/2). In classical relativity, this was considered very puzzling
because in classical general relativity we (at best!) only have a notion of energy but no notion
of heat content (TS), free energy (F = E − TS), etc. The thermodynamic perspective — which
requires ~ to define the Davies-Unruh temperature kBT = (~/c)(κ/2π)) from an acceleration
κ — tells us that the Noether charge is the heat content (enthalpy) TS and not the energy
2TS, and that the result must be M/2 for consistency. In short, classical general relativity can
only interpretM physically (as energy) while the thermodynamic considerations allow us to also
interpret M/2 physically as the heat content TS. This is yet another case of thermodynamic
considerations throwing light on some puzzling features of classical general relativity.
Getting back to our main theme, we see that the Noether charge has a delightfully simple
interpretation as the surface heat content (or half the surface equipartition energy) in the most
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general context. I did not have to assume static nature, existence of Killing vectors, asymptotic
behaviour, etc. As long as the boundary is an N(t,x) = constant surface in an otherwise general
context, the Noether charge for the time-development vector, contained in a bulk region of space
is equal to the boundary enthalpy. To do this, we have only used results from quantum field
theory in curved spacetime and have not used the gravitational field equations.
I will now show how the gravitational field equations themselves acquire an interesting inter-
pretation in this language.
4.2 Gravitational dynamics and holographic equipartition
Since the Noether charge is related to TS while δNabc is related to δT , it is obvious that one
can interpret the gravitational dynamics in terms of thermodynamic variables using Noether
currents. To do this, we take the dot product of the Noether current Ja[ξ] (given in Eq. (46)
with va = ξa) with ua and use the result in Eq. (51) to obtain:
uag
ij£ξN
a
ij = Dα(2Na
α)− 2NRabuaub (56)
We next integrate this result over a 3-dimensional region R with the measure
√
hd3x, resulting
in: ∫
R
d3x
√
hua g
ij(£ξN
a
ij) =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ rα(2Na
α)−
∫
R
d3x
√
h (2NuaubRab) (57)
where rα is the normal to the boundary of the 3-dimensional region. This result, again, has a
simple physical meaning if we choose the boundary to be a N(t,x)= constant surface within the
t = constant surface. We introduce the gravitational dynamics through Rab = (8πL
2
P )Fab and
divide the whole equation by 8πL2P , to get:∫
R
d3x
8πL2P
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ
L2P
(
Naαr
α
4π
)
−
∫
R
d3xN
√
h (2uaubFab) (58)
As we said before, even in the general, time-dependent case, ri is in the direction of ai and we can
interpret Tloc = Na/2π as the Tolman redshifted Davies-Unruh temperature. So the first term
on the right hand side can be interpreted as an integral over (dA/L2P )(1/2)kBTloc. In the second
term, we identify 2NFabu
aub = (ρ + 3p)N as the Komar energy density. (Note the factor 2 in
the left hand side of this standard definition of the Komar energy density (ρ+3p). Algebraically,
this is exactly the factor 2 which makes everything consistent when we proceed from the heat
content to the equipartition energy.) Thus the result in Eq. (58) can be summarized in the form:
1
8πL2P
∫
R
d3x
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij = ǫ
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ
L2P
(
1
2
kBTloc
)
−
∫
R
d3x
√
h ρKomar (59)
This result, again, has a remarkable physical meaning. If the spacetime is static and we
choose the foliation such that ξa is the Killing vector, then £ξN
a
ij = 0 and the left hand side
vanishes. The equality of two terms on the right hand side can be thought of as representing the
holographic equipartition [22–24] if we define the bulk and surface degrees of freedom along the
following lines: We take the number of surface degrees of freedom to be:
Nsur ≡ A
L2P
=
∫
∂R
√
σ d2x
L2P
(60)
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We next define an average temperature Tavg of the boundary surface ∂R by:
Tavg ≡ 1
A
∫
∂R
√
σ d2x Tloc (61)
Next, we will define the bulk degrees of freedom Nbulk by the following procedure: If the energy
E in the region R has reached equipartition at the average surface temperature Tavg, then
|E| = (1/2)NbulkkBTavg; that is, we define the number of bulk degrees of freedom by
Nbulk ≡ |E|
(1/2)kBTavg
=
ǫ
(1/2)kBTavg
∫
R
√
hd3x ρKomar (62)
where E is the total Komar energy in the bulk region R contributing to gravity. (The ǫ = ±1
ensures that Nbulk remains positive even when the Komar energy becomes negative.) This is
the relevant value of Nbulk if we assume equipartition holds for the energy E in the bulk region
with the average surface temperature. Our result in Eq. (59) then says that comoving observers
in any static spacetimes will indeed find:
Nsur = Nbulk (Holographic equipartion) (63)
That is, the equipartition is holographic in all static spacetimes. I have already discussed in
Sec. 1 how this result leads to E = 2TS for a Schwarzschild black hole where we have Nsur =
(A/L2P ) = 4S;Nbulk = E/((1/2)T ) so that Nsur = Nbulk is the same as E = 2TS.
What is more, Eq. (59) suggests that the discrepancy from holographic equipartition — re-
sulting in a non-zero value for the right hand side — is what drives the dynamical evolution of
the spacetime. We can write Eq. (59) as:∫
d3x
8πL2P
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij =
ǫ
2
kBTavg(Nsur −Nbulk) (64)
Note that, even in a static spacetime non-static observers will perceive a departure from holo-
graphic equipartition because Eq. (59) — while being generally covariant— is foliation dependent
through the normal ui. This is very clear if one considers the de Sitter spacetime which can
be expressed as a static spacetime in the Schwarzschild-like coordinates or as a time dependent
spacetime in the Friedmann coordinates. Observers moving normal to the static equal time sur-
faces will see that the de Sitter spacetime maintains holographic equipartition with Nsur = Nbulk.
The observers moving normal to the equal time surfaces in the Friedmann coordinates, on the
other hand, are geodesic observers with ai = 0. They will see that Nsur 6= Nbulk and in fact will
find that this discrepancy leads to the time dependence of the metric functions through Eq. (64).
Similar phenomenon can occur in any spacetime if we compare synchronous coordinates with
other coordinates. This should cause no more surprise than the fact that, de Sitter spacetime,
say, can be viewed as static or time dependent in two different foliations.
There are two other ways of rewriting uag
ij£ξN
a
ij in the left hand side of Eq. (64) by relating
it to more familiar constructs in the Hamiltonian formulation of relativity [29]. A straightforward
computation shows that the gravitational momentum flux
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij has two other alterna-
tive descriptions which are physically illuminating. We can show [see Appendix A.3, Eq. (A.28)
and Eq. (A.36)] that:
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij = −hab£ξpab; pab ≡
√
h(Khab −Kab) (65)
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and √
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij = 2N
√
h[KijK
ij − ua∇aK] (66)
So we can rewrite Eq. (64) either as∫
d3x
4πL2P
N
√
h[KijK
ij − ua∇aK] = ǫ
2
kBTavg(Nsur −Nbulk) (67)
or, more simply, as:
−
∫
d3x
8πL2P
hab£ξp
ab =
ǫ
2
kBTavg(Nsur −Nbulk) (68)
which clearly shows how the departure from holographic equipartition drives the evolution of
geometry [30], providing an interesting alternative description of spacetime dynamics.
These results provide a direct and simple relation between the dynamical evolution of the
spacetime geometry and the departure from thermodynamic equipartition. It also encodes the
holographic nature of gravity (noticed earlier in several contexts, like e.g., in [27,31,32]) by intro-
ducing the surface and bulk degrees of freedom of a region and their equality in static spacetimes.
On the left hand side, we essentially have a measure of the change in the gravitational momen-
tum. Given the correspondence between δNabc and δT , one should be able to interpret the left
hand side as the ‘heating of the spacetime’ [33,35]. One also notices the obvious connection with
the membrane paradigm [36–38] which brings in a viscous tensor and the concept of “dissipation
without dissipation” (introduced in e.g., Sec. 2.3 of [34], [33]). Further work is required to make
these connections precise.
It is also gratifying that the result involves the rate of change of pab which encodes the
dynamical content of the field equations in the following sense: In the standard Hamiltonian
formulation of general relativity, one has two constraint equations H = 0,Hα = 0, one equation
for £hab which defines pab in terms of hab, and one dynamical equation involving £pab. What we
get here is the trace part of this dynamical equation. This is understandable, because to derive
the result in Eq. (64) I only used the constraint equation Rabu
aub = (8πL2P )Fabu
aub and we
cannot get out more information than we put in. But, as is well-known (see e.g., p. 259 of [39]),
the validity of the constraint equation for all observers leads to the full set of field equations
of gravity. In this sense, we only need the validity of Eq. (64) for all regions of space and all
foliations in order to obtain the full set of field equations. It should be possible to “reverse-
engineer” the above result and do this, but I believe that it is not going to add more insights
into the situation. (I will describe in Sec. 6 how to obtain the gravitational field equations from
a suitable thermodynamic variational principle properly.)
As a description of the gravitational dynamics, we are essentially comparing Eq. (64) with the
standard equation Rab = (8πL
2
P )Fab. My main problem with the latter is that it is very difficult
to attribute physical meaning to the left hand side. Further, there is no natural separation of
time-dependent and static geometries and it is not obvious what drives the spacetime evolution.
It is not Tab because: (a) One can have time dependent solutions when Tab = 0 and static
solutions when Tab 6= 0. (b) The notion of time independence, while can be expressed quite
geometrically in terms of existence of a timelike Killing vector, is not easy to translate in terms
of actual metric functions. As I have said several times, the natural coordinate system used
by two different sets of observers can have a time independent metric in one case and a time-
dependent metric in the other.
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The description in Eq. (64) does better as regards these issues. First, it brings in the observers
through the foliation and — contrary to what is sometimes thought — this is a very desirable
feature. All thermodynamics is observer dependent (see Sec. 4 of [10]) and any attempt to
re-interpret the field equations in the thermodynamic language has to acknowledge this feature
up front. [Of course, once we demand the validity of Eq. (64) for all foliations, we will get back
Rab = (8πL
2
P )Fab which has no trace of foliation left in it. But the basic equation, viz. Eq. (64)
has a foliation dependence.]
Second, for a given observer, we now have a natural separation of static and dynamic space-
times in terms of holographic equipartition. In stationary geometries, we can choose ξa to be
the timelike Killing vector and we immediately get Nsur = Nbulk. When this condition does not
hold, we get time evolution due to departure from holographic equipartition. This result also
provides a physically transparent statement about dynamics. One should also mention in this
context that the holographic thermodynamics necessarily involves a nonlocal description because
of the involvement of a surface and bulk.
When there is no matter, our Eq. (59) reduces to an interesting form:
1
8πL2P
∫
d3x
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij = ǫ
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ
L2P
(
1
2
kBTloc
)
(69)
This equation holds, among other contexts, in the description of a gravitational wave spacetime.
It shows that the momentum change in a region containing a source-free gravitational field is
directly related to the surface heat energy. The comments made earlier regarding the membrane
paradigm [36–38] and the concepts like ‘heating of spacetime’ [33, 35], “dissipation without dis-
sipation” (introduced in Sec. 2.3 of [34]; [33]) are again applicable in this context. I hope to get
back to the implications of this description in a future work.
4.3 An explicit example
As a concrete example of the above ideas, let us consider a time dependent, spherically symmetric,
metric of the form
ds2 = −V dt2 +Wdr2 + r2dΩ2 (70)
where V and W are functions of r and t. In addition to standard black hole spacetimes and
collapse scenarios, this form of the metric also describes all the Friedmann universes, since all
of them are spherically symmetric and (in general) time dependent. The purpose of this short
section is to show how the balance between the three terms in Eq. (59) is achieved in such
a concrete case. My discussion will be brief and applications to cosmology will be discussed
elsewhere.
The acceleration computed using ai = (gij + uiuj)∇j ln
√
V gives ar = (V ′/2VW ) with the
magnitude Na = (V ′/2
√
VW ) so that
Dα(2Na
α) =
1
r2
√
W
∂r
(
r2
V ′√
VW
)
(71)
(We use a prime to denote the derivative with respect to r and an overdot to denote the derivative
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with respect to t.) Another explicit computation gives
2NRabu
aub =
2N
N2
R00 =
2√
V

 V ′′
2W
− V
′W ′
4W 2
+
V ′
Wr
− (V
′)2
4VW
−

W
2W
+

W 2
4W 2
+

V

W
4VW

 (72)
We now see that the first four terms within the bracket in Eq. (72) will survive even in the static
limit, while the remaining four terms have time derivatives. On the other hand, the expression
in Eq. (71) has no time derivatives and we know that Eq. (71) and Eq. (72) have to match in
the static limit. This is indeed the case because, on expanding the right hand side of Eq. (71),
one can easily show that
Dα(2Na
α) =
2√
V
{
1
2
V ′′
W
− 1
4
V ′W ′
W 2
+
V ′
rW
− 1
4
(V ′)2
VW
}
(73)
Clearly these terms — which remain the same even in the time dependent case — match with
the first four terms in Eq. (72), allowing us to write
2NRabu
aub = Dα(2Na
α) +
2√
V



V

W
4VW
+

W 2
4W 2
−

W
2W

 (74)
We therefore identify, from our general result, that
− uagij£ξNaij =
2√
V



W
4W
(VW )

(VM)
−

W
2W

 = − 1√W ∂∂t

 W√
VW

 (75)
which is an explicit expression for uag
ij£ξN
a
ij in this simple context. For the sake of com-
pleteness, one can verify the last expression explicitly. In this particular case, we have Kµν =
−(1/2N)∂thµν , leading to Krr = −(1/2
√
V )W˙ and K = −(1/2
√
V )(W˙ /W ). Working out the
expression for 2N(KµνK
µν−ua∂aK), one can explicitly verify that it matches with uagij£ξNaij .
Thus, the static terms of 2NRabu
aub match with Dα(2Na
α) while the time dependent terms
match with −uagij£ξNaij .
5 Gravitational Energy and the surface thermodynamics
I will now demonstrate yet another curious connection between bulk gravitational dynamics
and surface thermodynamics by showing that, when the field equations hold, there is a natural
notion of total energy of matter plus gravity which is equal to the surface heat content. To
do this, we first have to define a gravitational four momentum flux P a such that its integral
over ua
√
hd3x gives a sensible notion of gravitational energy. The usual folklore is that such
notions are either impossible to define or (when defined) fairly useless. We will see that the
thermodynamic considerations change the picture quite a bit.
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5.1 Bulk total energy matches the surface heat energy
It is, of course, well-known that one cannot define a covariant, local, notion of gravitational
energy density. Further, the very notion of energy or energy density, operationally speaking,
has an implicit observer dependence. For example, a particle can have a covariant, observer
independent, four-momentum p; but the energy attributed to this particle by an observer will
be E = −p · u where u is the four-velocity of the observer. Taking a cue from this we will
use an extra vector field qa to define the gravitational four momentum density P aH [q] associated
with it. (The subscript H is to remind us that we are using the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian;
later on, in Sec. 7.2, we will discuss what happens when we use other forms of the Lagrangian.
When no subscript is used, it means the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian.) Of course, such an entity
depends on an extra vector field and not an intrinsic property of the spacetime geometry alone;
however, we will see that it has a natural interpretation when the vector is chosen to be the
time-development vector ξa. In the past such ideas have been explored with ζa (for a small
sample see e.g., [25, 40] and references therein) but, again, we will see that the thermodynamic
interpretation works better with ξa.
The exact form for P aH [q] associated with a vector field q
a has already been motivated in
Sec. 2.1 and we have defined the vector in Eq. (28) as
P a(q) ≡ gij£qNaij + Lqa (76)
The Noether current approach allows us to study this P a quite easily. To begin with, we have
the relation:
∇bJab = 2Rab qb + gij£qNaij = 2Gabqb + Lqa + gij£qNaij ≡ 2Gabqb + P a (77)
from which we get an alternative, and more useful, definition:
P a(q) = gij£qN
a
ij + Lq
a = ∇bJab − 2Gabqb (78)
It is also easy to see that
∇aP a = −2∇a(Gab qb) = −2Gab∇aqb (79)
which vanishes on-shell in pure gravity making P a a conserved current in this context. In fact, P a
is what is usually called Noether current in the literature, obtained from our Noether current Ja
by dropping terms that vanish on-shell. However, the idea that the Noether current is actually a
measure of gravitational momentum flux does not seem to have been emphasized (and explored)
in detail. We have seen enough evidence already to realize that Ja is directly related to energy
(rather than, for example, entropy; see e.g., [20,41]) and results in this section will reinforce this
idea.
All this is true for general qa. Let us now specialize to qa = ξa = Nua when we will be able
to obtain several interesting results. Taking the dot product of P a(ξ) with ua where ua = −Nδ0a
and using Eq. (51), we get:
uaP
a(ξ) = −2NGabuaub + uaJa[ξ] = −2NGabuaub + 2Dα(Naα) (80)
On the other hand, the corresponding matter energy density is given by NTabu
aub. Adding it
to gravitational part, using the constraint equation 2Gabu
aub = Tabu
aub, and integrating the
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expression over a three dimension region bounded by an N = constant surface (as we did in the
previous sections), we get a simple expression for the total (matter+gravity) energy in a bulk
region on shell: ∫
R
d3x
√
hua[P
a(ξ) +NT ab u
b] =
∫
∂R
d2xTs (81)
That is, when the gravitational field equations are satisfied, the total energy in the bulk region
is exactly equal to the heat content of the bounding surface. This is yet another connection
between gravitational dynamics, holography and surface thermodynamics. We can also say that
this total energy is half of the thermal, equipartition, energy of the boundary obtained by
attributing (1/2)kBT energy to each of the (A/L
2
P ) degrees of freedom.
The expression for gravitational energy density itself has some interesting features. Note that
the quantity
2Gabu
aub = K2 −KabKab + 3R = −Hadm (82)
is essentially the 00 bulk part of the ADM Hamiltonian defined by the second equality above (see
e.g., Sec. 12.4.1 of [39]). It therefore follows that uaP
a[ξ] is essentially Hadm plus an important
total divergence:
uaP
a[ξ] = NHadm +Dα(2Naα) (83)
The integral of this expression over a three surface with measure
√
hd3x will lead to the surface
heat content from the second term and the bulk energy from the first term:∫
R
d3x
√
huaP
a(ξ) =
∫
R
d3x
√
hNHadm +
∫
∂R
d2xTs (84)
When the constraint equation holds, the sum of Hadm and the matter energy density H vanishes,
which leads to the surface heat content as the final result.
5.2 Variation of the gravitational energy
Since the gravitational energy defined through our P a seems to lead to interesting results, it is
useful to study its properties and — in particular — investigate how it changes due to processes
operating on the boundary. In fact, the current P a(q) (for an arbitrary diffeomorphism with
vector field qa) also allows us to introduce a symplectic structure for gravity which is well-known
in the literature (for a small sample, see e.g. [42, 43]). I will show that, these results also have
an interesting thermodynamic interpretation.
The symplectic structure can be obtained by varying
√−g P a and manipulating the resulting
terms. We then find that, for arbitrary variations with fixed qa, we have the result [see Appendix
A.4, Eq. (A.45)]:
δ(
√−g P aH)− qaRijδf ij =
√−g ωa + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) (85)
where we have defined the symplectic form as
√−g ωa(δ,£q) ≡ δf lm£qNalm − (£qf lm)δNalm (86)
This expression is completely general and ωa involves one arbitrary variation δ and one Lie
derivative £q.
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We can use this result to obtain the change in the total gravitational energy as the system
evolves, in terms of a Lie derivative along ξa. To do this, we need to compute £ξ(
√
huaP
a
H(ξ))
which is straightforward. First, we obtain from Eq. (85) an expression for the variation of
δ(
√
huaP
a
H(ξ)) (after setting q
a = ξa), either by using the fact that ua = −N∇at and taking
the dot product or working it out from the basic definition. The result is [see Appendix A.4,
Eq. (A.54)]:
δ
(√
huaP
a
H(ξ)
)
+Rabδf
ab =
√
hωa(δ,£ξ)ua + ∂c
[
hcaf
lmδNalm
]
(87)
which is valid for arbitrary variations. Next we evaluate the above expression when the vari-
ation is due to a diffeomorphism along ξa so that we can replace δ by −£ξ. Because of the
antisymmetry, the ωa term drops out and we obtain [see Appendix A.4, Eq. (A.55)]:
£ξ
(√
huaP
a
H(ξ)
)
= ∂c
[(
2Gcbξ
b + hcag
lm£ξN
a
lm
)√−g ] (88)
Integrating over a region of space, we get:
£ξHgrav ≡ £ξ
∫
R
d3x
√
huaP
a =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σNra
(
T abξb + g
lm£ξN
a
lm
)
(89)
where we have also used the field equations 2Gab = Tab. This expression shows how the energy
in the bulk changes due to processes taking place at the boundary. (The result in Eq. (85)
was obtained under the assumption δqa = 0 but it will continue to hold if the variation δ is
due to a diffeomorphism along the same vector field qa because £qq
a = 0 will make all the
additional terms vanish. This can be verified explicitly.) Since we have already established that
the energy is given by a boundary integral in Eq. (81), it is obvious that we will only get a
surface contribution for £ξHgrav. Of the two terms in Eq. (89), one is clearly due to the matter
energy flux across the boundary. The second term, which is more interesting to us, is again
the ubiquitous fδN term. We once again see that this can be thought of as the change in the
gravitational heat due to the processes at the boundary. In fact, if we consider pure gravity, this
result becomes:
£ξHgrav =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σNra
(
glm£ξN
a
lm
)
(90)
which is directly applicable to, say, gravitational waves. We find that the energy associated with
a gravitational wave metric in a bulk region changes due to surface processes involving £ξN
a
lm.
This is similar to the result we obtained earlier for the dynamical evolution of pure gravity in
Eq. (69) and should have an interpretation as the heating of the surface [33, 35] in terms of the
surface viscous tensor that arises in the membrane paradigm [36–38] and the “dissipation without
dissipation” (Ref. [33], sec.2.3 of Ref. [34]). I have already commented about this connection
earlier and the mathematical results in Eq. (69) and Eq. (90) essentially describe the same
physics.
We will conclude this section after commenting on the relation of these results to some other
well-known results in the literature.
The symplectic form and related constructs also arise in the approach to compute horizon
entropy using the central charge and Virasoro algebra, pioneered by Carlip [43,44]. This approach
requires us to start with P aH(q) defined for a vector q
a, and construct its Lie derivative along
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another vector va to obtain£vP
a[q]. This allows a natural definition of the symmetric (£vP
a[q]+
£qP
a[v]) and the antisymmetric (£vP
a[q] − £qP a[v]) combinations of the double variations.
From the above analysis, we see that one can do the same with the energy density expression.
The symplectic form vanishes in the symmetric expression, leading essentially to the surface
term. It is this surface term which contributes to the central charge construction and to the
horizon entropy [43,44]. It has been shown in a previous work [45] that one can obtain the same
result by working essentially with the surface term in the action and performing the necessary
algebra. The results obtained in this paper show that these are fairly generic features arising
from the fundamental relation between the total energy and the boundary heat energy.
We also mention briefly the connection between these boundary terms and the ones usually
encountered in the conventional Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity. Using the second
relation in Eq. (78), we can also relate this variation of P aH to the variation of the Noether
potential. A simple calculation gives [see Appendix A.4, Eq. (A.49)], when the original spacetime
is on-shell with Gab = 0 but δGab 6= 0, the result:
∂b
{
δ(
√−g JabH )−
√−g glmδN [almqb]
}
=
√−g ωa + 2δ(Gabqb
√−g ) (91)
This allows us to make a connection with the usual Hamiltonian formulation of the theory. In
the usual approach, one deals (see e.g., [46]) with the integral of the variation of δ(HN +HαNα)
(where H and Hα are the constraints essentially corresponding to G00 and G0α) which will lead
to a bulk term and a surface contribution in the form:
δ
∫
R
d3x (NH+NαHα) =
∫
R
d3x δB +
∫
∂R
d2x δS (92)
The variation in the left hand side is the same as −δ(2Gabuaqb) if we choose qa = ζa = Nua+Na.
Further, the bulk term in the above variation, on the right hand side, has to cancel the bulk
term involving the integral of uaω
a when the equations of motion hold. (In fact, this is how one
obtains the equations of motion in the symplectic approach.) The consistency of Eq. (91) then
requires that the surface term in Eq. (91) should match with the surface term in Eq. (92). That
is, we have the result:∫
∂R
d2x δS =
∫
∂R
d2x rbua
(
δ(
√−g Jab)− f lmN [almζb]
)
(93)
This allows a simple way to identify and interpret the surface term in the variation of the Hamil-
tonian. While this result is known previously in the literature, our approach suggests that even
the conventional Hamiltonian formulation of gravity can be possibly recast in a thermodynamic
language.
6 Where did we go wrong with gravity?
The results described above, as well as several other pieces of work in this area, suggest an in-
triguing connection between: (i) the thermodynamics attributed to null surfaces by local Rindler
observers and (ii) dynamics of gravity. But in the description given above, I have only re-
interpreted the standard gravitational dynamics — which, I think, is actually flawed — in the
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thermodynamic language. I will now show how it is possible to provide a completely indepen-
dent, stand-alone, derivation of the correct gravitational field equations from a thermodynamic
perspective.
6.1 The single most important fact about the gravitational dynamics
To motivate this, I begin by stressing the single most important fact about gravitational dy-
namics which — purely because of historical accident — is completely ignored in formulating
gravitational field equations: Gravity does not couple to the bulk energy density arising from
the addition of a constant to the matter Lagrangian. Any attempt to describe gravity without
incorporating this observed feature is bound to be wrong.
This fact, in turn, requires that the gravitational field equations must be invariant under the
symmetry transformation of the matter sector equations:
Lmatter → Lmatter + constant, (94)
resulting in T ab → T ab + (constant) δab . (The electroweak symmetry breaking, for example, is
equivalent to the shifting of the standard model Lagrangian by a large constant and we know
that the evolution of the universe was unaffected by this transition.) The standard gravitational
field equations, in contrast to matter field equations, are not invariant under the addition of a
constant to the matter Lagrangian. The addition of the constant changes the energy-momentum
tensor of the matter by
T ab → T ab + (constant) δab (95)
Clearly, the gravitational field equations now become Gab = T ab +(constant) δab which is equivalent
to the introduction of a cosmological constant if one was not present originally, or changing its
numerical value, if a cosmological constant was originally present in the gravitational Lagrangian.
Obviously, this is the crucial problem related to the cosmological constant, viz., that its numerical
value (either zero or non-zero) can be altered by the transformation in Eq. (94) which leaves the
matter equations unchanged. A particle physicist interested in the standard model can choose
the overall constant in the matter Lagrangian arbitrarily because the standard model does not
care for this constant. But each choice for this constant will lead to a different value for the
cosmological constant and a different geometry for the universe, many of which, of course, are
observationally untenable.
Another way of stating this problem is as follows: Suppose we discover a fundamental princi-
ple which allows us to determine the numerical value of the cosmological constant (either zero or
non-zero). Such a principle cannot help us if the gravitational field equations are not invariant
under the transformations in Eq. (94) or Eq. (95). The above discussion allows us to identify
three ingredients which are necessary to solve the cosmological constant problem:
1. The gravitational field equations must be made invariant under the transformations in
Eq. (94) and Eq. (95) so that gravity is “protected” from the shift in the zero level of the
energy densities.
2. At the same time, the solutions to the field equations must allow the cosmological constant
to influence the geometry of the universe, because without it we cannot possibly explain
the observed accelerated expansion of the universe.
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3. We need a fundamental physical principle to determine the numerical value of the cosmo-
logical constant since it cannot be introduced as a low energy parameter in the Lagrangian
if the theory is invariant under the transformation in Eq. (94).
The first two requirements might at first sight sound impossible to satisfy simultaneously,
but it can be achieved! The trick is to construct a set of gravitational field equations which are
invariant under the transformation in Eq. (95) but allow the inclusion of a cosmological constant
as an integration constant in the solutions. As an example, consider a theory in which the field
equations are given by the requirement:
(Gab − T ab )nanb = 0 (96)
for all null vectors na in the spacetime [26]. Here Gab = 2Gab in Einstein’s theory and could
be some other geometrical tensor in alternate theories of gravity, but necessarily satisfying the
generalized Bianchi identity ∇aGab = 0. The above equations can be solved by Gab −T ab = F (x)δab ,
but the generalized Bianchi identity (∇aGab = 0) and the conservation of the energy-momentum
tensor (∇aT ab = 0) imply that F (x) must be a constant. Therefore, Eq. (96) is equivalent to the
standard gravitational field equations with an arbitrary cosmological constant appearing as an
integration constant. Thus, if we can construct a theory of gravity in which the field equations
reduce to those in Eq. (96), then we would have achieved the first two requirements in the list
for solving the cosmological constant problem.
This turns out to be an extremely strong demand and has important consequences often
overlooked in attempts to “solve” the cosmological constant problem. To see this, consider any
theory of gravity interacting with matter satisfying the following three conditions:
1. The theory is generally covariant so that the matter action is constructed by integrating a
scalar Lagrangian Lm(gab, φA) over the measure
√−gd4x.
2. The matter equations of motion are invariant under the transformation L→ L+C where
C is a scalar constant.
3. The gravitational field equations are obtained by an unrestricted variation of the metric
tensor gab in the total action obtained by integrating a local Lagrangian over the spacetime.
It is easy to see that we cannot solve the cosmological constant problem in any theory satisfying
the above three requirements. (This was clearly emphasized in Section IV of ref. [47]). In
particular, one cannot obtain the gravitational field equations of the form in Eq. (96) in any
theory which satisfies the above three criteria.
We thus see that even though all the three criteria stated above seem very reasonable, they
together will prevent us from solving the cosmological constant problem; so we need to give up
at least one of them. Assuming we do not want to give up general covariance of the theory
or the freedom to add a constant to the matter Lagrangian, we can only tinker with the third
requirement.
One simple way of obtaining Eq. (96) is to postulate that the gravitational field equations are
obtained by varying the metric but keeping
√−g = constant. Such theories, called unimodular
theories of gravity — involving only a restricted variation of the metric to bypass the condition
(3) above — have been studied in the literature in the past [48]. Unfortunately, the motivation
to keep
√−g = constant is at best weak and at worst non-existent.
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It is also possible to obtain Eq. (96) from an alternative perspective of gravity which treats
gravity as an emergent phenomenon (see ref. [26]). In this approach, one associates thermo-
dynamic potentials with all null vector fields in a spacetime. Maximization of the relevant
thermodynamic potential (entropy, free energy, ...) associated with all null vectors simultane-
ously will then lead to Eq. (96). The maximization involves varying the null vector fields rather
than the metric and hence it bypasses the third requirement in our list. The metric is not varied
at all to obtain the field equations. In such an approach, the original variational principle itself
(not just the field equations) is invariant under the transformation in Eq. (95).6
While this idea has been developed in Ref. [26], I will revisit it here for three reasons: (a) In
the original work [26], we considered a functional obtained by integrating a scalar over spacetime
with the measure
√−g d4x. It would be nicer to reformulate this idea using an integration over
a null surface rather than over spacetime. (b) The ideas developed in the previous sections of
this paper suggest a connection between this formalism and the Noether current, which I want
to demonstrate. (c) The connection with the Noether current, in turn, allows us to provide an
interpretation of the functional by relating it again to a fδN type structure which we have seen
repeatedly.
The first task of obtaining a variational principle based on a null surface is easy. A starting
point for such a variational principle will be the following: Given a null surface with an integration
measure dλ d2x
√
σ and a null congruence ℓa, let us construct the functional:
H ≡
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
16π
√
σ [−2Rab + 16πTab] ℓaℓb (97)
where we have reintroduced 16πG with G = 1. It is then obvious that extremising this functional
with respect to all ℓa, subject to the constraint ℓ2 = 0, will lead to Rab − 8πT ab = f(x)δab which,
on using ∇aGab = 0 = ∇aT ab leads to Einstein’s equations with an undetermined cosmological
constant term arising as an integration constant.
A nicer version of the above variational principle can be obtained by noting that for a null
congruence ℓa on a null surface we have [see Appendix A.5, Eq. (A.56)]: Rabℓ
aℓb = −∇i(θℓi)−S
where ∇iℓi = θ + κ and we have defined
S ≡ [∇iℓj∇jℓi − (∇iℓi)2] (98)
which we shall later identify with the heat (enthalpy) density associated with the null surface.
While integrating over a null surface with the measure dλd2x
√
σ, we can ignore terms of the kind
∇i(φℓi) (for any scalar φ) since they produce only boundary contributions when ℓa is affinely
parametrized. (See Appendix A.5, Eq. (A.59)). It follows that we now have an alternative
variational principle (in which we vary ℓa) based on the expression:
Q ≡
∫ λ2
λ1
dλd2x
16π
√
σ [2S + 16πTabℓaℓb] (99)
Since Tabℓ
aℓb can be thought of as the heat (enthalpy) density (ρ+ p) = Ts = TS/V of matter,
we can again think of (S/8π) as essentially the heat density of the null surface.
6For a complete solution to the cosmological constant problem, we need, in addition to this, a physical principle
to determine its numerical value. Such a principle is described elsewhere [49] and I will not discuss it here.
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We will now show that these results can again be expressed in terms of appropriate Noether
charges which lead to the heat density of the null surface in terms of £ℓN
c
ab. This provides the
generalization of the earlier results to null surfaces.
6.2 Heat density of the null surfaces
Let ℓa be a null congruence defining a null surface which may not be affinely parametrized. If
we take ℓa = A(x)∇aB(x), then it is easy to prove that ℓi∇iℓj = κℓj where κ = ∇iA∇iB =
ℓa∇a lnA. Just as we computed the Noether current for ξa while dealing with spacelike surfaces,
we will compute the Noether current for ℓa in the context of null surfaces. We get [see Appendix
A.5, Eq. (A.63) and Eq. (A.65)]:
ℓaJ
a(ℓ) = ∇b(κℓb)− κ2 = Da(κℓa) + dκ
dλ
(100)
Note that the quantity∇b(κℓb)−κ2 in the case of a null surface is analogous to the right hand side
of Dia
i = Dαa
α = ∇iai − a2 which arises when we deal with spacelike surfaces. Unfortunately
the projection to a surface ‘orthogonal’ to a null vector is not well defined for us to introduce
a covariant derivative. Instead, we have to work with a co-null vector ka defined such that
k2 = 0 and kaℓ
b = −1. Then the projection to the 2-surface is provided by the projection vector
qab = δ
a
b + k
aℓb+ kbℓ
a and Da is the covariant derivative defined using qab. We thus get the final
result for the Noether charge corresponding to the null congruence as
ℓaJ
a(ℓ) = 2Rabℓ
aℓb + ℓag
ij£ℓN
a
ij = Da(κℓa) +
dκ
dλ
(101)
If we integrate this over the null surface with the measure dλd2x
√
σ and ignore the pure boundary
contribution, we get :∫
dΣaJ
a(ℓ) =
∫
dλ d2x
√
σ ℓaJ
a(ℓ) =
∫
dλ d2x
√
σ
dκ
dλ
(102)
This result is analogous to our result in Eq. (55) and shows that — in the case of null surfaces
— the Noether charge is again related to the ‘heating’ of the boundary surface because κ ∝ T .
The real importance of this result lies in the fact that it can be used in the variational
principle introduced earlier based on the null surfaces. To do this, we re-introduce the 16πG
factor with G = 1 and re-write Eq. (101) as
− 1
8π
Rabℓ
aℓb =
1
16π
ℓag
ij£ℓN
a
ij −
1
16π
[
Da(κℓa) + dκ
dλ
]
(103)
Adding the term Tabℓ
aℓb to both sides, integrating over a null surface with the measure dλd2x
√
σ
and ignoring the surface contributions, we find that our variational principle can be based on
the functional:
Q ≡
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ
[
1
16π
(
gijℓa£ℓN
a
ij −
dκ
dλ
)
+ Tabℓ
aℓb
]
(104)
In other words, we can obtain the field equations with an arbitrary cosmological constant by
varying ℓa (with the constraint ℓ
2 = 0) in the above functional and assuming that variations
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vanish at the boundaries (λ = λ1, λ2). Since Tabℓ
aℓb can be thought of as the heat (enthalpy)
density TS/V = Ts of matter, we can think of the rest as essentially the heat density of the null
surface. The second term in the integrand of Eq. (104) can be written as
− 1
16π
∫
dλ d2x
√
σ
dκ
dλ
= − 1
16π
∫ 2
1
d2x
√
σ κ+
1
16π
∫
dλ d2xκ
d
√
σ
dλ
(105)
where the first term contributes only at the two boundaries. Ignoring that, we find that the
second term of Eq. (104) is proportional to (in units with G = L2P )
1
16πL2P
∫
d2xκd
√
σ ∝
∫
d2xT ds (106)
where T = κ/(2π) and the entropy density is s =
√
σ/4. The structure of this term is suggestive
of the heating of the null surface.
When ℓa is affinely parametrized with κ = 0 (which is a choice we can always make), then
the variational principle can be based on the integral
Q1 ≡
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ
[
1
16π
gijℓa£ℓN
a
ij + Tabℓ
aℓb
]
(107)
This again shows that the quantity gijℓa£ℓN
a
ij plays a vital role even in the derivation of the
field equations from an alternative extremum principle. In fact, the field equations in the absence
of matter can be obtained by extremising the expression
Q1 ≡ 1
16π
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ
[
gijℓa£ℓN
a
ij
]
(108)
over all null surfaces simultaneously. We have seen earlier ( [19]; see Eq. (34)) that the integral
of this term on a null surface has a very simple physical meaning in terms of the heat content
of the null surface. So, at least for pure gravity, we can obtain a variational principle which has
an interpretation in thermodynamic language.
7 Variations on the basic theme
So far we have worked with (i) the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian and (ii) the vector field ξa = Nua
to obtain our results (except in the last section in which we used ℓa). The ideas can be generalized
in two obvious directions.
First, one can consider Lagrangians related to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian by total di-
vergences. There are, again, two obvious choices: First is obtained by using the so called Γ2
Lagrangian which is obtained by adding a total divergence to cancel the surface term in Eq. (20)
while the second is obtained by adding a 2K term at each boundary [50]. This is equivalent
to adding a term ∇a(Kui) in the bulk (with similar terms for other timelike boundaries when
required).
Second, one can consider vectors other than ξa to study the properties of the Noether charge,
the Hamiltonian etc. with the obvious alternative being ζa = Nua + Na. The purpose of this
section is to briefly describe what happens in these contexts.
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7.1 Noether currents for related Lagrangians
We begin by considering the Noether current associated with Lquad which, as we know is not a
scalar. But when two Lagrangians differ by a total divergence, their infinitesimal variations will
also differ by a total divergence. Therefore, even if one of them is not a scalar, it will still be
possible to obtain a conserved current associated with it. The strategy is to obtain the form of
£q(
√−g Lquad) in two different ways — by explicit variation of Γs and by using the functional
variation with respect to the metric — and equate the two expressions. The first calculation is
considerably simplified by writing
√−g Lquad = √−g LH −Lsur. The only care that is needed is
in the manipulation of the Lie derivatives of non-tensorial objects [discussed in Appendix A.6].
The explicit variation leads to the result [see Appendix A.6, Eq. (A.75)]:
£q(
√−g Lquad) = ∂a
[√−g Lquadqa] − ∂a(√−gKa) (109)
where
Ka = glm∂l∂mq
a − gal∂l∂mqm (110)
On the other hand, performing the variation of
√−g Lquad by treating it as a functional of the
metric, we have the result:
£q(
√−g Lquad) = ∂a(−2
√−g Gab qb +Nalm£qf lm) (111)
Equating the two, we get the conservation law ∂a(
√−g Jaquad) = 0 where the Noether current
for the quadratic Lagrangian may be defined as:
√−g Jaquad = 2
√−g Gabqb +
√−g Lquadqa −Nalm£qf lm −
√−gKa (112)
Using the standard result for the Noether current from Einstein-Hilbert action JaH this can be
expressed as [see Appendix A.6, Eq. (A.78)]:
Jaquad = J
a
H +∇b(V [aqb]) = JaH +∇b(glmN [blmqa]) (113)
where we have used the result
√−g V a = −f lmNalm. If we write JaH ≡ Jaquad + Jasur, thereby
defining a Noether current associated with Lsur, then:
Jasur = −∇b(V [aqb]) = ∇b(V [bqa]) = ∇bJabsur; Jabsur ≡ V [bqa] = qaV b − qbV a (114)
We see that the final result is remarkably simple [43, 45]: adding the divergence of an entity
va leads to an extra term in the Noether potential which is (v[bqa]). To understand this, at
least when va is a vector, let us consider the following question [45]: Suppose we have a scalar
Lagrangian L = ∇aW a which is total divergence of a vector W a so that the action is a pure
surface term. What is the corresponding Noether current? We note that, treated as a scalar
density,
£q(
√−g L) = √−g∇a(Lqa) = ∂a(
√−g Lqa) (115)
On the other hand, expanding out the Lie derivative, we have:
£q(
√−g L) = £q(∂a[
√−gW a]) = ∂a[£q(
√−gW a)] (116)
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where we have used the fact the Lie derivatives commute with partial derivatives since they are
local variations. Equating the two, we get a conservation law ∂a(
√−g Ja) = 0, where:
√−g Ja = √−g Lqa −£q(
√−gW a)
= qa∂b(
√−gW b)− [qb∂b(
√−gW a)−√−gW b∂bqa +
√−gW a∂bqb] (117)
The first and the third terms combine to give ∂b(
√−g qaW b) while the second and the fourth
combine to give −∂b(√−g qbW a). So we get [45] the Noether current and potential to be:
√−g Ja = ∂b(
√−g q[aW b]) = √−g∇b(q[aW b]); Jab = qaW b − qbW a (118)
So if V c was a vector we could have written down our result in Eq. (113) using this fact; but
in our case V c is not a vector. Nevertheless, we see that the non-vectorial part involving Ka
appears only additively (because of the special form of V c) and thus cancels in the evaluation of
Eq. (117).
The result obtained above allows us to tackle the second case, namely the one in which we
have a 2K term on the boundary, with ease. Since this term arises from integrating ∇a(Kua) in
the bulk, it will lead to a Noether potential Jab = K(qaub − qbua) for the diffeomorphism along
a vector field qa. (With more terms of similar nature included if there are other, say, timelike,
boundaries).
This fact — in turn — leads to a remarkable conclusion: The extra term for the spacelike
boundary vanishes for our special choice of vector qa = ξa. Therefore, we could have thought of
results in the previous sections, obtained for JaH , as holding also for the R + 2K action. (This
does not happen for qa = ζa.)
The situation regarding Lquad is different. Here, the Noether potential is J
ab
sur(u) = u
aV b −
ubV a. While 2K = V cuc for a foliation with Nα = 0 (see p.250 of [39]), in general V
c can have
a component orthogonal to ua which can contribute to uaV b − ubV a. This would bring in a
nontrivial difference between V c and K as far as Noether currents are concerned. Also, note
that while the Noether potential for K term is generally covariant, the one for V c is not.
7.2 Gravitational Hamiltonian from Lquad and its variation
The use of Lquad suggests an associated definition for gravitational momentum flux, which is
sometimes used in the literature. This expression, analogous to pq˙ − L can be defined as
P aquad = N
a
lm£qf
lm − qa√−g Lquad (119)
It can be motivated exactly the way we did for P aH (leading to Eq. (28), but using Lquad instead
of LH . (The choice of overall sign is conventional and we could have switched it, as we did
earlier). We will not repeat this argument.
The obvious trouble which makes the argument and motivation rather weak in this case, of
course, is that P aquad — in contrast to P
a
H which we worked with all along — is, noncovariant
due to the presence of Nabc and Lquad. In the literature, when it is used, one usually concentrates
on its variation (which takes care of the noncovariance of Lquad) and performs a background
subtraction on Nabc in its definition to make it covariant. These features make it somewhat less
attractive than P aH , but we will briefly discuss it for the sake of completeness.
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We can easily relate P aH and P
a
quad. Using the notation Va =
√−g V a, one can show that
[see Appendix A.7, Eq. (A.81)]:
√−g P aH = −P aquad −
[√−gKa + ∂c(q[cVa])] (120)
where Ka is defined by Eq. (110). This gives, on combining with the on-shell version of Eq. (85),
the on-shell result:
δP aquad = −δ(
√−g P aH)− δ(
√−gKa) + ∂c(q[cδNa]lmf lm + q[cNa]lmδf lm)
= −√−g ωa − δ(√−gKa) + ∂c(q[cNa]lmδf lm) (121)
The extra term δ(
√−gKa) arises because of the non-tensorial character of P aquad. As mentioned
before, one way to avoid this is to redefine P aquad by changing N
a
lm to N
a
lm− [Nalm]flat in Eq. (119)
and use the result in Appendix A.6, [Eq. (A.68)] to make everything covariant. This will re-
sult in δ(
√−gKa) disappearing in the above expression at the price of requiring a background
subtraction.
We can also obtain corresponding expressions for δ(
√−g Jaquad) by relating it to δ(
√−g JaH)
using Eq. (113). Then we get [see Appendix A.7, Eq. (A.83)]
δ(
√−g Jaquad) =
√−g ωa + ∂b(δf lmN [blmqa]) + Ea (122)
where the equations of motion terms are:
Ea ≡ 2qbδ(√−g Gab ) + qa
√−g Gijδgij (123)
We have mentioned these results only for the sake of completeness and to show why P aH , J
a
H etc.
are, in fact, the better mathematical constructs. We shall not pursue P aquad and J
a
quad because
of their noncovariant nature and associated difficulties.
7.3 Noether charge for ζa
Another possible variation of our theme is to use the vector ζa = ξa + Na rather than ξa
as the time development vector. This is indeed a possible choice (because of the ζa∇at = 1
condition) and, in fact, has been explored in detail in the past literature. We, however, find that
the thermodynamic interpretation is clearer and simpler in terms of ξa rather than ζa, except
when they coincide. Mathematically, the main reason for this is the fact that ua is hypersurface
orthogonal. Physically, observers traveling on the integral curves of ζa are boosted with respect
to the fundamental observers moving orthogonal to the hypersurface. This boost affects their
view of physics in terms of modified acceleration, energy density measurements etc and the extra
terms cloud the simple interpretation in terms of the fundamental observers. This is why I have
not bothered to discuss this case in detail. However, given the utility of ζa in certain contexts
and the popularity it enjoys in the literature, I will make some brief comments about the Noether
charge associated with this vector.
Just to see the complications which arise, let us attempt a direct computation of the Noether
charge for ζa. The, by now familiar, Noether current expression
ua∇bJab(ζ) = 2Rab ζbua + gijua£ζNaij (124)
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can be re-written in the form
gijua£ζN
a
ij = Dα(NJ
α0)− 2Rabζbua (125)
This requires us to compute NJα0, the integral of which over the boundary will give the Noether
charge. Direct computation in the adopted coordinate system gives a rather complicated result:
NJα0 = 2Naα − 2
N
Nβ(D
αNβ) +
1
N
hαβ∂0Nβ (126)
When we work in the gauge g0α = Nα = 0 so that N
a = 0 and ζa = ξa, we get back the previous
results. Also note that the Komar energy measured by observers moving on the integral curves
of ζa will involve the factor Rabζ
aζb and not Rabζ
aub.
It is obvious that a more geometrical approach is required for the interpretation of the results
in this context. From the standard Gauss theorem∫
R
d3xuaJ
a
√
h =
∫
∂R
d2x
√
σ uarbJ
ab (127)
we know that we need to compute the expression raubJ
ba to calculate the Noether charge. This
is straightforward to do and we find that [see Appendix A.2, Eq. (A.24)]:
raubJ
ba = 2raζ
b∇bua − (ra£ζua − ua£ζra) = 2raζb∇bua − ra£ζua (128)
where the last equality arises if we choose the foliation to satisfy the natural condition ua£ζr
a =
0. Of these two terms in Eq. (128), the first term can indeed be interpreted as arising due to an
“acceleration” which measures the variation of the velocity ua along the direction of ζa. This,
in turn, has two components:
2Ai ≡ 2ζb∇bui = 2Nai + 2N b∇bui (129)
The first term is what we have been working with all along and is related to the standard
acceleration. The second term arises from the spatial drift of the observers moving along the
integral curves of ζa, with respect to the fundamental observers.
We can now go ahead and re-compute all the expressions which we originally calculated with
ξa. We will find everywhere that there are extra terms arising from this boost. We will also
encounter the following further difficulties in the interpretation:
(a) If we consider regions bounded byN = constant surfaces, then the standard interpretation
of the Davies-Unruh temperature requires the matching of the magnitude a ≡ (aiai)1/2 of the
acceleration with its normal component so that one can write rαa
α = a. (The Davies-Unruh
temperature is associated with the magnitude of the acceleration, not with any given component;
so we need rαa
α on the surface — which arises from the Gauss theorem, on integration — to
be equal to a for the interpretation to work.) This, obviously, will not work if we use Ai as
the relevant acceleration and we again need to add boost dependent correction terms to the
thermodynamic quantities to make the interpretation work.
(b) Second, in relating £pab to £Nabc to obtain, say, Eq. (65), we use the relation Eq. (A.33)
of Appendix A.3, which contains an extra spatial derivative term. This term identically vanishes
for ξa but not for ζa. One needs to include this contribution in the holographic equipartition
and elsewhere if we use ζa.
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(c) We saw in Sec. 7.1 that the addition of the 2K term at the boundary does not change
the Noether potential if we use ξa, but it picks up an additional contribution if we use ζa. So
the results with the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian and the results for the Lagrangian with an
additional 2K term will be different when we use ζa, but they are the same if we use ξa.
As I said before, all these are possible to handle, but I find the description based on ξa, a lot
more natural and elegant.
8 Discussion
Since I have already summarized the results in Sec. 1 (which the reader is invited to glance
through again now!) I will confine myself here to some comments about the overall perspective.
This will be useful since I have attempted to gather together at least two distinct themes in this
paper:
• Many results in standard general relativity, including the evolution equation for space-
time, can be given a thermodynamic interpretation (Sections 3–5 and 7). In particular,
one can interpret the time evolution as being driven by the departure from holographic
equipartition.
• The standard formalism ignores the most important observational fact about gravitational
dynamics and hence is bound to be incorrect. The thermodynamic perspective suggests
an alternative paradigm which is closer to observational facts about gravity (Sec. 6).
The connecting thread between the two themes is the role played by the combination fab£ξN
c
ab
throughout the paper. This quantity (1) reinforces the utility of the variables (fab, N cab) (em-
phasized in [19]), (2) allows us to introduce gravity though a momentum space Lagrangian, (3)
motivates the choice for the gravitational momentum flux, (4) relates to the surface term in
the action principle, (5) connects up various properties of the Noether current and (6) assumes
the center-stage in the equation for the evolution of spacetime in terms of the departure from
holographic equipartition. Obviously, one needs to understand the physical significance of this
term from different angles (and find it a good name!).
We also found that the interpretations are simpler and more elegant when we use ξa = Nua
as our time development vector. This is a new feature since most of the discussion in the past
literature has concentrated on ζa = ξa + Na. I hope to do a more detailed comparison in a
future work to clarify their inter-relationship, but I believe ξa is the better choice. Using this
vector, we could immediately interpret the Noether charge in the thermodynamic language as
the surface heat energy (rather than as entropy). We also could clarify further the role played
by the equipartition energy 2TS vis-a-vis the heat content TS, amplifying on the work in [20].
(As an off-shoot, we also know that, not only M but also M/2, have a clear physical meaning
and there is no factor 2 problem in the Komar integrals!)
The mathematics behind many of the results works because of the following facts: (a) There
is a well-known identity (see e.g., page 541 of [39]) for Rabu
aub given by Eq. (A.26) which relates
it to ∇iai and the time evolution terms through Kab or pab. If we take the field equations to be
2Rabu
aub = Fabu
aub, and integrate this identity over all space, we can relate the time-evolution
terms to the difference between the flux of acceleration and the Komar energy. (b) Further,
the same combination Rabu
aub occurs in the expression for the Noether charge density uiJ
i,
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allowing us to introduce the boundary variation term of the action (which occurs in the Noether
charge) into the dynamics.
But this is an overly simplistic description of the physics ! When one works out the expres-
sions, there are several other structural features of gravity which combine together to produce
these elegant results:
First is the fact that the Einstein-Hilbert action is a momentum space action, which is why
we could introduce (fab, N cab) and express the boundary variation term of the action — which
occurs in the expression for the Noether current — in terms of the momentum flow.
Second, the idea almost works, but not quite — see the comments towards the end of Ap-
pendix A.2 — with ua and we need to use ξa = Nua. This has to do with Na being finite on
real horizons where N = 0, in contrast to a. (It just does not work with ζa as nicely.)
Third, the flux of acceleration means nothing in classical general relativity and we need to
introduce local Rindler observers and the Davies-Unruh temperature to bring in the thermody-
namic perspective. This, of course, has been the corner-stone of the emergent gravity program all
along. In addition to the algebra of rewriting (a
√
σ/8π) as Ts, there is an important conceptual
angle which appears in this approach. In the standard interpretation of gravity, a field equation
like 2G = T, is a geometrical statement independent of any observer. But this equation has
the same mathematical content as 2Rabu
aub = Fabu
aub, if we insist that the latter should hold
for all observers with four-velocities ui. It is this equation 2Rabu
aub = Fabu
aub — or, more
precisely, its left hand side — with an extra four-velocity field in it, that is amenable to the ther-
modynamic interpretation. This is because, by its very nature, the Davies-Unruh temperature
has an observer dependence and one cannot use it to interpret a purely geometrical equation
like 2G = T. But when we demand the validity of the thermodynamic interpretation for all
observers, we are demanding the validity of 2Rabu
aub = Fabu
aub for all observers, thereby
leading to 2G = T. The algebra is the same, but the physics is quite different.
As regards the second theme of the paper, I have already presented detailed arguments as to
why we have no hope of solving the cosmological constant problem in the conventional approach.
Ignoring the observed fact that gravity does not respond to shifts in the matter Lagrangian by
a constant is as bad as ignoring the principle of equivalence and trying to describe gravity. This
fact also tells us that the cosmological constant problem exists even at the tree-level of quantum
field theory and issues like the energy of the vacuum, etc. are red herrings. In the alternative
approach, we again use a thermodynamically motivated variational principle (with fab£ξN
c
ab
playing a crucial role), and demand the validity of (2Rab − Tab)ℓaℓb = 0 for all null vectors.
This is very similar in spirit to the idea of demanding the validity of 2Rabu
aub = Fabu
aub
for all time-like unit vectors to reproduce standard general relativity. As I explained above,
the thermodynamic interpretation requires such an approach. The complete story regarding
the cosmological constant also requires a principle to fix its numerical value, which is described
elsewhere [49].
A Appendices: Calculational details
Several calculational details and background results are collected together in these appendices
in order not to distract the flow of ideas in the main paper. Many of them exist in the literature
but are compiled together for the sake of completeness. I have given a fair amount of details (and
sometimes alternative derivations of the results) in the hope that these will be useful. Some of
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these results are easier to obtain in the index-free differential form language but I have presented
everything in the more familiar index language.
A.1 An identity relating the Noether currents
It is obvious that Jab[q] = 0 identically, if qa = ∇φ is a pure gradient. Very often, we will need
to find the Noether current for vectors of the form va = f(x)∇aφ. With this motivation, we will
first prove a general relation between Noether currents for two vector fields qa and va ≡ f(x)qa.
Computing the expanded form of
Ja(v) = ∇bJab(v) = ∇b
[∇a(fqb)−∇b(fqa)] (A.1)
one can easily show that
Ja(v) = ∇bJab(v) = ∇b[fJab(q) + qbfa − qaf b] = fJa(q) + Jab(q)fb +∇bAba
= 2Rabfq
b + gij£vN
a
ij = g
ij£vN
a
ij + f(J
a(q)− gij£qNaij) (A.2)
where we use the notation fa ≡ ∇af and Aij ≡ qifj − qjfi. This allows us to obtain the relation
we need, viz.,
Ja(fq)− fJa(q) = gij£fqNaij − fgij£qNaij = fbJab(q) +∇bAba (A.3)
We take the dot product of this equation with qa to obtain
qaJ
a(fq)− fqaJa(q) = qafbJab(q) + qa∇bAba (A.4)
Writing the last term as
qa∇bAba = ∇b(qaAba)− 1
2
AbaJba(q) = ∇b(qaAba)− 1
2
2(qbfa)Jba(q)
= ∇b(qaAba)− (qbfa)Jba(q) (A.5)
we see that the last term in Eq. (A.5) cancels with first term in the right hand side of Eq. (A.4).
Therefore, using the definition Aij ≡ qifj − qjfi to simplify ∇b(qaAba), we get:
qaJ
a(fq)− fqaJa(q) = ∇b(qaAba) = ∇b
([
qaqb − q2gab]∇af) (A.6)
In other words, we have the simple result
qaJ
a(fq)− fqaJa(q) =
{
−∇b(q2Pab(q)∇af) when q2 6= 0
+∇b(qbqa∇af) when q2 = 0
(A.7)
where Pab(q) = gab − (qaqb/q2) is the projection tensor orthogonal to qa. This result provides
one way of computing the Noether current for vector fields.
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A.2 Noether currents for ua and ξa
In the paper, we extensively used the Noether current associated with the vector ξa = Nua =
−N2∇at. Here we will compute the Noether current for both the vector fields ua = −N∇at and
ξa = −N2∇at because their comparison shows some structural differences which are of interest
(and also because they can be computed without extra effort!). To calculate these currents, it is
convenient to use the identity in Eq. (A.7). We start with ua = −N∇at and use Eq. (A.7) with
qa = −ua/N, f = −NJa[q] = 0 to get
− ua
N
Ja(u) = −∇b
(
− 1
N2
hab(−∇aN)
)
= −∇b(ab/N) (A.8)
where hab = gab + uaub is the spatial projection tensor and hab∇aN = Nab where ab is the
acceleration of ua. To verify that this is indeed the acceleration, even in a general, time-dependent
situation, let us compute it directly from the definition ak = u
l∇luk. We get:
ak = u
l∇l(−N∇kt) = (ul∇lN)uk
N
+Nul∇k
(ul
N
)
= uku
l∇lN
N
+
∇kN
N
= hlk
∇lN
N
(A.9)
where we have used ∇k∇lt = ∇l∇kt to arrive at the second term in the second equality. This
shows that Nai = h
j
i∇jN which is a useful result. Expanding out ∇b(ab/N) in Eq. (A.8), we
get
ua
N
Ja(u) = ∇b(ab/N) = 1
N
∇bab − 1
N2
(Na2) =
1
N
(∇iai − a2) (A.10)
To proceed further, we note that, if vi is any spatial vector that satisfies the condition uiv
i = 0
and Di is the covariant derivative on the t = constant surface, we have the result that
Div
i = Dαv
α ≡ (gij + uiuj)∇ivj = ∇ivi − vjaj (A.11)
(Note that, in the adopted coordinates we must have v0 = 0, since ui = −Nδ0i .) Applying this
to vi = ai, we have
Dia
i = Dαa
α = ∇iai − a2 (A.12)
Using Eq. (A.12) in Eq. (A.10), we get the Noether charge density to be:
uaJ
a[u] = Dαa
α (A.13)
From the standard expression for the Noether current we also have:
Dia
i = 2Rabu
aub + gijua£uN
a
ij (A.14)
Let us next consider the Noether current for ξa. Using again Eq. (A.7) with, say, qa =
ua, f = N , we find that
uaJ
a(Nu)−NuaJa(u) = ∇b(hab∇aN) = ∇b(Nab) (A.15)
Using Eq. (A.13) we get:
uaJ
a(ξ) = NuaJ
a(u) +∇j(Naj) = N(Dαaα +∇jaj + a2) = 2N∇jaj = 2Dα(Naα) (A.16)
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which is the final result we are after. Of course, in this particular case, one can also obtain
this result by direct computation without using Eq. (A.7). The direct proof of this relation will
proceed as follows:
ubJ
b(ξ) = ∇i(ub(∇bξi −∇iξb))− 1
2
(∇iub −∇bui)Jbi (A.17)
= ∇i
[
ub(N∇bui + ui∇bN − (i↔ b))
]
−(aiub − abui)
[
(∇bN)ui +N∇bui)] (A.18)
= ∇i
[
Nai + uiub∇bN +∇iN
]−Na2 − ab∇bN (A.19)
= ∇i
[
Nai + (gib + uiub)∇bN
]−Na2 − ab∇bN (A.20)
= ∇i(2Nai)−Na2 − ab∇bN = 2N∇iai + ai∇iN −Na2 (A.21)
where we have used ∇[i ub] = a[i ub] to get Eq. (A.18). Note that the last two terms, when
combined as follows, will cancel each other:
Nai [∇i lnN − ai] = hij∇jN [∇i lnN − ai]
= (∇jN)
[
1
N
hij∇iN − hijai
]
= 0 (A.22)
From Eq. (A.12), we also have
1
2N
Dα(2Na
α) = Dαa
α + aαDα(lnN) = Dαa
α + a2 = ∇iai (A.23)
so that Dα(2Na
α) = 2N∇iai. This gives the result we are after.
Comparing with the Noether charge densities for ui (in Eq. (A.13)) and ξa (in Eq. (A.16)) we
see that aα has been replaced by 2Naα which turns out to be important for the thermodynamic
interpretation for two reasons. (i) The factor 2 is crucial in giving the correct expression for
the equipartition result through Eq. (55). (ii) More importantly, the combination Na leads to
a finite result on the horizon — leading to standard surface gravity — while the magnitude a
diverges on an N = 0 surface on static spacetimes. This is also seen from the fact that, the
correct local temperatures are always defined with the Tolman redshift factor N .
Finally, we give the steps involved in proving the expression for the Noether charge associated
with ζa which we needed in Sec. 7.3. It is slightly more convenient to expand the right hand side
of Eq. (128) and show that it is equal to the left hand side. The computation is straightforward:
2raζ
b∇bua − (ra£ζua − ua£ζra) = 2raζb∇bua − ra(ζb∇bua − ub∇bζa) + ua(ζb∇bra − rb∇bζa)
= raub∇bζa − uarb∇bζa = raub(∇bζa −∇aζb)
= raubJ
ba (A.24)
where we have used the result rau
a = 0 to obtain the second equality. This is the result quoted
in the text.
A.3 Different expressions for uag
ij
£ξN
a
ij
We will obtain here the two other equivalent expressions for uag
ij£ξN
a
ij used in the text. Using
Dα(2Na
α) = 2N∇iai in Eq. (56) we get
uag
ij£ξN
a
ij = 2N(∇iai −Rabuaub) (A.25)
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On the other hand, from the standard identity for Rabu
aub (see e.g., page 541 of [39]) we have:
Rabu
aub = ua(∇l∇aul −∇a∇lul) = ∇lal −Kal K la +∇a(Kua) +K2 (A.26)
where Kij = −∇iuj − uiaj is the extrinsic curvature. So
∇iai −Rabuaub = KijKij −K2 −∇a(Kua) (A.27)
Substituting into Eq. (A.25) we get:
1
2N
uag
ij£ξN
a
ij = ∇iai −Rabuaub = KijKij −K2 −∇a(Kua)
= KijK
ij − ua∇aK (A.28)
This allows a simple physical interpretation for the combination (KijK
ij −K2) in terms of the
Lie derivative of Nabc.
This result can also be obtained directly from the definitions of various quantities. To do
this, we first note that, from the definition of extrinsic curvature, Klm = −∇lum − amul, we
have the result
KlmK
ml = (∇lum + amul)
(∇mul + alum) = (∇lum) (∇mul) (A.29)
Further, using the notation αi ≡ ∇i lnN , we can write:
∇i(Nuj) = Nαiuj +N(−Kij − uiaj) = −NKij +N(αiuj − uiaj)
= −NKij +N(αiuj − hkjαkui)
= −NKij +N(αiuj − αjui)− uiujuk∇kN (A.30)
Taking the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of this expression we get
Jab(ξ) = 2N(αaub − αbua); Sab(ξ) = −2N(Kab + uaubukαk) (A.31)
The rest of the calculation proceeds directly as follows:
ub(∇bS −∇iSbi) = ∇b(Sub)−∇i(ubSbi)− (∇bub)S + (∇iub)Sbi
= ∇b(ub(−2NK + 2Nukαk))−∇i(2Nuiukαk)
+K(−2NK + 2Nukαk) + Sbi(−Kib − abui)
= −2∇b(KNub)− 2N(K2 −Kukαk) + 2N(Kib + abui)(Kbi + ubuiujαj)
= −2∇b(NKub) + 2N(KibKbi −K2) + 2NKukαk
= 2N(KijK
ji −K2)− 2KNubαk − 2N∇b(Kub) + 2KNubαk
= 2N
[
KijK
ji −K2 −∇b(Kub)
]
= 2N
[
KijK
ji − ub∇bK
]
(A.32)
which agrees with Eq. (A.28) when we use the fact that the left hand side is uag
ij£ξN
a
ij .
In the text we also related uag
ij£ξN
a
ij to hab£ξp
ab where pab ≡ −
√
h(Kab − habK) is the
momentum conjugate to hab. This result can be obtained as follows. We start with the standard
result (see page 550 of [39]) used in the variation of the action functional with the 2K term:
− gabum δNmab = 2δK +Kabδhab +Da(hab δub) (A.33)
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which expresses the variational term that appears in the Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of
the variation of the extrinsic curvature. The troublesome term is the one involving the spatial
derivative Da(h
a
b δu
b), which, fortunately, vanishes when the variation is due to a diffeomorphism
along ξa. This is easy to see from:
Da(h
a
b£ξu
b) = Da(h
a
b£ξ(
ξb
N
)) = Da(h
a
b [(
1
N
)£ξ(ξ
b) + ξb£ξ(
1
N
)]) = 0 (A.34)
because £ξ(ξ
b) = 0 and habξ
b = 0. As regards the rest of the terms in Eq. (A.33), an explicit
calculation of habδp
ab gives
habδ
[
(habK −Kab)
√
h
]
= K
√
hhab δhab + hab
√
h(−δKab +K δhab + hab δK)
= 3
√
h (habδK
ab +Kabδhab)−
√
hhabδK
ab
= 2
√
hhabδK
ab + 3
√
hKabδhab = 2
√
h δK +
√
hKabδhab
=
√
h
{
2δK + Kabδhab
}
(A.35)
It follows that: √
hucg
ik£ξN
c
ik = − hab£ξpab (A.36)
This result does not hold for the diffeomorphism along the vector ζa and one will obtain an extra
surface contribution in that case.
For the variations arising from the diffeomorphism along ξa, it is also possible to prove the
result in Eq. (A.36) directly (without using Eq. (A.33)) as follows:
hab£ξp
ab = £ξ
(
hab
√
h (Khab −Kab)
)
− pab£ξhab
= £ξ(
√
h 2K)− pab(−2NKab)
= 2
√
hNua∂aK + 2K
1
2
√
hhab(−2NKab) + 2NpabKab
= 2
√
hNua∂aK − 2N
√
hK2 + 2N
√
h (K2 −KabKab)
= 2N
√
h (ua∂aK −KabKab) (A.37)
In the first equality, we have used the definition of pab =
√
h(Khab − Kab); to get the second
equality, we have used £ξhab = −2NKab. This result, when combined with Eq. (A.28), leads to
the desired expression. We can therefore write the Noether current expression as
√
huag
ij£ξN
a
ij =
√
hDα(2Na
α)− 2N
√
hRab u
aub = −hab(£ξpab) (A.38)
This was the result used in the text.
A.4 Variation of the gravitational momentum flux P aH
We will derive the expression for δ(
√−g P aH), discussed in the text, from first principles. We
start with the definition for P a based on the Einstein-Hilbert action for an arbitrary but fixed
qa:
P aH ≡ LHqa + glm£qNalm = JaH − 2Gabqb (A.39)
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We next introduce an arbitrary variation of the metric, keeping qa fixed. (The qa will change
but we will not need it.). The variation of
√−g P aH gives
δ(
√−g P aH) = qaδ(R
√−g ) + δ(f lm£qNalm) (A.40)
= qa
(
Rijδf
ij − ∂c(f lmδN clm)
)
+ δ(f lm£qN
a
lm) +£q(f
lmδNalm)−£q(f lmδNalm)
where, in the second line, we have explicitly added and subtracted £q(f
lmδNalm) which is a trick
to get the symplectic structure. This gives
δ(
√−g P aH) = δ(f lm£qNalm)−£q(f lmδNalm) + qa(Rijδf ij) +£q(f lmδNalm)− qa∂c(f lmδN clm)
(A.41)
The combination Qa ≡ f lmδNalm =
√−g glmδNalm which appears here is a tensor density of
weight one and hence
£q(f
lmδNalm)−qa∂c(f lmδN clm) = £qQa−qa∂cQc = ∂c(qcQa−qaQc) = ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) (A.42)
Therefore,
δ(
√−g P aH)− qaRijδf ij = δ(f lm£qNalm)−£q(f lmδNalm) + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc])
= δf lm£qN
a
lm − (£qf lm)δNalm + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) (A.43)
where we have used the fact that δ and £q operations on N
a
lm commute when δq
a = 0 (see
Appendix A.6). Defining the symplectic form
√−g ωa(δ,£q) ≡ δf lm£qNalm − (£qf lm)δNalm (A.44)
we can write Eq. (A.43) as:
δ(
√−g P aH)− qaRijδf ij =
√−g ωa + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) (A.45)
If we consider variations with the background being on-shell (i.e., Gab = 0 but δGab 6= 0), then
the second term on the left hand side of Eq. (A.45) vanishes and we get
δ(
√−g P aH) =
√−g ωa + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) (A.46)
This is a completely covariant equation because P aH is a covariant object. On using Eq. (A.39),
we also find:
δ(
√−g [JaH − 2Gabqb]) =
√−g ωa + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) + qaRijδf ij (A.47)
A slightly different, but equivalent, expression is:
∂b
{
δ(
√−g JabH )−
√−g glmδN [almqb]
}
=
√−g ωa + 2δ(Gabqb
√−g ) + qa√−g Glbδglb (A.48)
which is valid off-shell. If we now assume that the original spacetime is on-shell with Gab = 0
but δGab 6= 0, then:
∂b
{
δ(
√−g JabH )−
√−g glmδN [almqb]
}
=
√−g ωa + 2δ(Gabqb
√−g ) (A.49)
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We next compute the Lie derivative of the gravitational energy density. To do this from first
principles, we again start from the definition of P aH in Eq. (A.39) (for q
a = ξa) and obtain from
it the result √
huaP
a
H [ξ] = −taf lm£ξNalm −
√−g LH (A.50)
where ta ≡ −(ua/N) = δ0a in the adopted coordinates. The variation of this expression, on using
the standard result for δ(
√−g LH), gives
δ
(√
h uaP
a
H
)
= −taδ
(
f lm£ξN
a
lm
)−√−g Gabδgab + ∂c (f lmδN clm) (A.51)
Using the usual trick for obtaining the symplectic structure and introducing a factor taξ
a = 1
in one of the terms, we get
δ
(√
h uaP
a
H
)
= −ta
[
δ
(
f lm£ξN
a
lm
)−£ξ (f lmδNalm)]− ta£ξ (f lmδNalm)
+(taξ
a)∂c
(
f lmδN clm
)−√−g Gabδgab (A.52)
Defining the symplectic form ωa as in Eq. (A.44) and using the fact that, for any tensor density
Qa we have the result £ξQ
a − ξa∂cQc = ∂c(ξ[cQa]), we get
δ
(√
h uaP
a
H
)
+Rabδf
ab =
√
huaω
a − ∂c
[
uaf
lmδN
[c
lmu
a]
]
(A.53)
Simplifying the second term on the right hand side, we find that uaf
lmδN
[c
lmu
a] = −hcaf lmδNalm
leading to the result:
δ
(√
h uaP
a
H
)
+Rabδf
ab =
√
huaω
a + ∂c
[
hcaf
lmδNalm
]
(A.54)
Further, using Rabδf
ab =
√−g Gabδgab = −√−g Gab£ξgab and the Bianchi identities, we can
simplify the second term on the left. These together lead to the result
£ξ
(√
huaP
a
H(ξ)
)
= ∂c
[(
2Gcbξ
b + hcag
lm£ξN
a
lm
)√−g ] (A.55)
This is the result used earlier.
A.5 Variational formulation based on the null surfaces
We used in the text the following result:
Rabℓ
aℓb = ℓj(∇i∇j −∇j∇i)ℓi = ∇i(κℓi)−∇iℓj∇jℓi −∇j(ℓj(κ+ θ)) + (∇iℓi)2
= −∇i(θℓi)− [∇iℓj∇jℓi − (∇iℓi)2] ≡ −∇i(θℓi)− S (A.56)
where we have used the standard result ∇iℓi = θ+ κ (with κ defined through ℓi∇iℓj = κℓj) and
defined S by,
S ≡ [∇iℓj∇jℓi − (∇iℓi)2] (A.57)
When we integrate expressions over a null surface with the measure dλ d2x
√
σ, we can ignore
terms of the kind ∇i(φℓi) for any scalar φ since they produce only boundary contributions. To
see this we only need to note that, when ℓa is affinely parametrized,
∇i(φℓi) = dφ
dλ
+ φ
d
dλ
(ln
√
σ) =
1√
σ
d
dλ
(
√
σ φ) (A.58)
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where we have used ℓi∇i = d/dλ and ∇iℓi = d(ln
√
σ)/dλ. So the integral over the null surface
of the first term in Eq. (A.56) is given by
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ∇i(θℓi) =
∫
d2x
√
σ θ
∣∣∣∣
λ2
λ1
(A.59)
which is just a boundary contribution which can be ignored. We therefore conclude that
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ [−2Rab + Tab] ℓaℓb =
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
√
σ [2S + Tabℓaℓb] (A.60)
when we consider variations of the null vectors ℓa which vanish at the boundaries (λ = λ1, λ2). It
follows from the arguments given in the text that the field equations can be obtained by varying
ℓa in the expression:
Q ≡
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ d2x
16π
√
σ [2S + 16πTabℓaℓb] (A.61)
where we have reintroduced 16πG with G = 1.
We next compute the Noether current for the null vector ℓa used in the text. Let ℓa be
a null congruence defining a null surface which may not be affinely parametrized. If we take
ℓa = A(x)∇aB(x), then ℓi∇iℓj = κℓj where κ = ∇iA∇iB = ℓa∇a lnA. We can compute the
Noether current for ℓa using our Eq. (A.7) and noting that the Noether current for qa = ℓa/A is
zero. This gives
ℓa
A
Ja(ℓ) = ∇b
(
ℓb
A
ℓa
A
∇aA
)
= ∇b
(
ℓb
A
κ
)
= ∇b(κℓb) 1
A
− κℓb 1
A2
∇bA = 1
A
{∇b(κℓb)− κ2}
(A.62)
It follows that
ℓaJ
a(ℓ) = ∇b(κℓb)− κ2 = ℓb∇bκ+ κ2 + κθ − κ2 = dκ
dλ
+ θκ (A.63)
where we have used ∇aℓa = θ + κ and ℓa∇a = d/dλ. The quantity ∇b(κℓb) − κ2 is analogous
to the right hand side of Eq. (A.12) in the case of a null vector. But the projection to a surface
‘orthogonal’ to a null vector is not well defined for us to introduce a covariant derivative. Instead,
we have to work with a co-null vector ka defined such that k
2 = 0 and kaℓ
b = −1. Then the
projection to the 2-surface is provided by the projection vector qab = δ
a
b +k
aℓb+kbℓ
a and we can
relate Da(κℓa) ≡ qab∇a(κℓb) to ∇a(κℓa). In this computation, it is useful to note the identity
ℓb∇a(φℓb) = 0 for any scalar φ. This leads to the result
Da(κℓa) = ∇a(κℓa) + kb[ℓb(ℓa∇aκ) + κℓa∇aℓb] = ∇a(κℓa)−
(
dκ
dλ
+ κ2
)
(A.64)
Therefore,
∇a(κℓa)− κ2 = Da(κℓa) + dκ
dλ
(A.65)
These results lead to the expressions used in the text.
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A.6 Lie derivatives of expressions involving connections
We derive a series of results related to Lie derivatives, which will be useful in several derivations
in the paper. The Lie derivative £qT of some tensor (or tensor density) T has the structure of
terms involving q∂T plus a series of T∂q. So, a variation δ(£qT ) will involve the sum of terms
each having either Tδq or qδT . The sum of all terms involving qδT will lead to £q(δT ) while
the sum of terms with Tδq will be £δqT . Therefore,
δ(£qT ) = £q(δT ) +£δqT. (A.66)
So, for any tensorial object T , the operations δ and £q commute if δq = 0.
This result, however, is not true for non-tensorial objects involving connections, etc. Since
we need to handle them, we will derive a series of results for a particular set of them. To begin
with, we have the expression for the Lie derivative of the connection
£vΓ
a
bc = ∇b∇cva +Racmbvm (A.67)
which can be obtained from first principles, knowing the transformation properties of the con-
nection or from its definition in terms of the metric. As an aside, we point out the following
curious consequence. In flat spacetime, we get a non-zero result:
£v[Γ
a
bc]flat = ∇b∇cva (A.68)
(In fact, if we are using Cartesian coordinates, this result tells us that the Lie derivative of zero
is non-zero; i.e, £v0 = ∂b∂cv
a!). This fact is sometimes used to define a background subtraction
scheme in order to make expressions involving connections covariant. The essential idea is to
work with the difference Γabc − Γabc|flat, which, of course, is a tensor. The result in Eq. (A.67)
can be re-written as:
£qΓ
a
bc = [£qΓ
a
bc]std + ∂b∂cq
a (A.69)
where [£q....]std stands for the Lie derivative computed treating the indexed object (....) as
though it was a tensor or tensor density. From this, we get the results:
£qN
a
bc = [£qN
a
bc]std − ∂b∂cqa +
1
2
(
δac ∂b∂lq
l + δab ∂c∂lq
l
)
(A.70)
£q(f
bcNabc) =
[
£q(f
bcNabc)
]
std
− f bc∂b∂cqa + fab∂b∂lql =
[
£q(f
bcNabc)
]
std
−√−gKa (A.71)
where
Ka = glm∂l∂mq
a − gal∂l∂mqm (A.72)
For V a ≡ −gbcNabc, we have:
£q(
√−g V a) = [£q√−g V a)]std +√−gKa (A.73)
Further, using Lsur ≡ ∂a(√−g V a), we obtain the result:
£qLsur = £q∂a(
√−g V a) = £q∂a(
√−g V a)
∣∣∣
std
+ ∂a(
√−gKa) (A.74)
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We are now in a position to work out the Lie derivative of
√−g Lquad ≡ √−g LH −Lsur needed
in the paper. We have
£q(
√−g Lquad) = £q(
√−g LH − Lsur)
∣∣∣
std
− ∂a(
√−gKa) = ∂a
[√−g Lquadqa]− ∂a(√−gKa)
(A.75)
Further, let us note the following two useful facts: (i) Because of the specific structure of
Eq. (A.70) and Eq. (A.69), the operations δ and £ still commute on Γabc andN
a
bc even though they
are non-tensorial. (ii) Using the notation Va ≡ √−g V a and Eq. (A.73), we see that √−g Ka
disappears in the following combination (which occurs frequently):
£q(Va)− qa∂c(Vc)−
√−gKa = [£qVa]std − qa∂c(Vc)
= qc∂cVa − Vc∂cqa + Va∂cqc − qa∂cVc
= ∂c(q
cVa − qaVc) (A.76)
These results allow us to relate the Noether currents for the two Lagrangians LH and Lquad.
Using the standard result for the Noether current for the Einstein-Hilbert action JaH , we can
re-write the result in Eq. (112) in the form
√−g Jaquad =
√−g JaH −
[
£q(−
√−g V a) + qa∂c(
√−g V c) +√−gKa] (A.77)
Using the notation Va ≡ √−g V a, we see that √−g Ka disappears in the expression in square
brackets because of Eq. (A.76), giving
Jaquad = J
a
H +∇b(V [aqb]) = JaH +∇b(−
f lm√−g N
[a
lmq
b]) = JaH +∇b(glmN [blmqa]) (A.78)
where we have used Va = √−g V a = −f lmNalm. If we write JaH ≡ Jaquad + Jasur, thereby defining
a Noether current associated with Lsur then:
Jasur = −∇b(V [aqb]) = ∇b(V [bqa]) = ∇bJabsur; Jabsur ≡ V [bqa] = qaV b − qbV a (A.79)
A.7 Variation of the gravitational momentum flux P aquad
Here we give some of the algebraic details related to the discussion in Sec. 7.2. We begin by
relating P aH and P
a
quad by
√−g P aH = f lm£qNalm + qaLH
√−g
= £q(f
lmNalm)−Nalm£qf lm + qa
(√−g Lq − ∂c(f lmN clm))
= −P aquad +£q(f lmNalm)− qa∂c(f lmN clm) (A.80)
Using the notation Va = √−g V a = −f lmNalm and using Eq. (A.76), we get
√−g P aH = −P aquad − [£q(Va)− qa∂cVc] = −P aquad −
[√−gKa + ∂c(q[cVa])] (A.81)
This gives, on combining with the on-shell result in Eq. (A.46), the result:
δP aquad = −δ(
√−g P aH)− δ(
√−gKa) + ∂c(q[cδNa]lmf lm + q[cNa]lmδf lm)
= −√−g ωa − δ(√−gKa) + ∂c(q[cNa]lmδf lm) (A.82)
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The extra term δ(
√−gKa) arises because of the non-tensorial character of P aquad.
We can also obtain corresponding expressions for δ(
√−g Jaquad) by relating it to δ(
√−g JaH)
using Eq. (113). Then we get:
δ(
√−g Jaquad) = δ(
√−g JaH) + ∂b(δf lmN [blmqa] + f lmδN [blmqa])
= δf lm£qN
a
lm −£qf lmδNalm + ∂c(f lmδN [almqc]) + 2qbδ(
√−g Gab )
+qa
√−g Gijδgij + ∂b(δf lmN [blmqa] + f lmδN [blmqa])
=
√−g ωa + ∂b(δf lmN [blmqa]) + Ea (A.83)
where the equations of motion terms are:
Ea ≡ 2qbδ(√−g Gab ) + qa
√−g Gijδgij (A.84)
It is possible to obtain the above result by direct computation as well. This derivation is
instructive in clarifying the origin of the Ka term. Let us start with the definition:
√−g P aquad = (Naij£qf ij − Lquadqa
√−g ) (A.85)
and compute the on-shell variation δP aquad. To do this, we will first obtain a preliminary result
for the on-shell variation of Lquad in a specific form. We begin with the standard on-shell result
qdδ(Lquad
√−g ) = qd∂c(N cab δfab) (A.86)
and re-write it in the following way:
qdδ(Lquad
√−g ) = qd∂c(N cab δfab) = ∂c(qdN cab δfab)− (∂cqd)N cab δfab (A.87)
=
[
∂c(q
cNdabδf
ab)−N cab(δfab)∂cqd
]
+ ∂c
[
(qdN cab − qcNdab)δfab
]
To arrive at the second line, we have performed the usual symplectic trick of adding and sub-
tracting the quantity ∂c(q
cNdabδf
ab). Let vd ≡ Ndabδfab, so that
qdδ(Lquad
√−g ) = [∂c(qcvd)− vc∂cqd] + ∂c
[
q[dN
c]
abδf
ab
]
(A.88)
Then it is easy to see that (with Va = −f lmNalm)
£q(v
d) = £q[−δVa − fabδNdab] = −£q[δVa]−£q[fabδNdab] =
[
£qv
d
]
std
− δ(√−gKa)
= ∂c(q
cvd)− vc∂cqd − δ(
√−gKa)
= δfab£qN
d
ab +N
d
abδ(£qf
ab) (A.89)
where we have used Eq. (A.73) to obtain the third equality. Therefore
∂c(q
cvd)− vc∂cqd = [δfab£qNdab +Ndabδ(£qfab)] + δ(
√−gKa) (A.90)
where we have used the fact that when δqa = 0 the Lie differentiation and variation commute
giving £qδ(f
ab) = δ£q(f
ab). So
δ(qdLquad
√−g ) = {δfab£qNdab +Ndabδ£qfab}− ∂c [q[cNd]ab δfab]+ δ(√−gKd) (A.91)
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Once we have the variation of Lquad in place, we can compute the variation δP
a
quad defined with
Lquad. We get
δP dquad =
{
δNdab£qf
ab +Ndabδ(£qf
ab)− δfab£qNdab −Ndabδ£qfab
}− δ(√−gKa) + ∂c [q[cNd]abδfab]
=
{
δNdab£qf
ab − δfab£qNdab
}
+ ∂c
[
q[cN
d]
abδf
ab
]
− δ(√−gKa) (A.92)
This again has a symplectic structure in the first term and an explicit surface term in the second.
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